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Mark stationed himself with his back to the wall; then Sam climbed to his shoulders, after whi.c h
the Midget was lifted to the level of the window. He opened it softly, and crawled
through. The Liberty Boys in the bushes ~atched eagerly.
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_The Liberty Boys
-

Price 6 Cents.

anti the "Midget"
·OR-

GOOD GOODS IN A SMALL PACKAGE
By HARRY MOORE.
CHAPTER I.

•

THE MIDGET •

"Halt! Who comes there?"
""A friend."
"Advance, friend, and give the countersign!"
It was evening of a warm day in August oj'. the year
1776.
On the wooded heights
mile or such matter south of
Bedford, on Long Island, a company of patriot soldiers
was encamped.
This company was not an ordinary one, by any means.
It was unique, indeed, for it was made up altogether of
youths, none of whom exceeded eighteen years.
This company of young fellows was known as "The Liberty Boys of '76," and the youths were stationed over on
Long Island to watch for the coming of the British, in case
the latter should make a la'nding on Long Island.
The main patriot army was statione!). in the city of New
York, and the British army occupied Staten Island.
The Liberty Boys had sentinels stationed, and it was one
of these that had given untterance to the challenge as given
at the head o± this chapter.
The person challenged was · a boy, a diminutive little
chap who would not weigh 'more than sixty-five pounds, and
on being told to advance he did so, pausing when within
a couple of yards of the sentinel.
The Liberty Boy looked at the little fellow with interest.
"Hello!" he said; "yo1.1're a regular little midget!"
"Am I?" the boy asked, seriously.
The other grinned and said:
"Yes."
"What is a miget ?"
"Why, a little bit of a chap."
The boy nodded.
"Then I guess I'm a midget," he said.
"That's what you are. But what's your name?"
"Ira Little."
The Liberty Boy, who was possessed of a good sense of
humor, chuckled and said:
"Well, your name suits you. You are certainly little. How
old are you, Ira?"
"Fourteen."
"I wouldn't have thought it."
"I'm not very big, that's so."
"No, you are not larger than. most boys at eight years."
"I know it, but I'm able to hold my own among the boys
of my age, and even older."
"Is that so?" •
"Yes; I can fight."
"You can, eh?"
"Yes, the boys used to pick on. me because I was little;
but I licked every fellow that did, and n'Ow they let me
alone:" .
"Good for. you! That's the wav to do it."
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"Yes; but say,· isn't this the encampment of the Liberty
Boys?'
"It is."
"I thought so; and is the name of your captain Diel!
Slater?" .
"That's his name."
"May I see him?"
"Why, yes, I guess so; but why do you wish to see him?"
"I want to · ask him to let m'e join the Liberty Boys."
The sentinel, who was no other than Ben Spurlock, one
of the jolliest and liveliest of the youths, burst into laughter.
"You want to join the Liberty Boys?" he e'Cclaimed.
"Yes; what is there funny about that?"
"Why; you are such a little bit of a chap. That makeE
the idea seem funny. What could a midget like you do
anyway?"
"I could do lots of things. I can fight as good as anybody. A boy doesn't have to be big to shoot straight, does
he?"
"No; can you shoot straight?"
"As straight as any fellow you have in your company; if
I can't I won't ask to be permitted to join it."
Ben Spurlock eyed the midget keenly. He saw that thE
little fellow was an original character and that he had
plenty of confidence in himself.
"You may ~ee ·Captain Slater," he said. "~ut I don't
think he will lei, you join the company."
"Because I am so small?"
"Well, yes; then, too, your folks might object to your
joining."
.
"No they won't; my father's second wife doesn't like me
and will be glad to get rid of me."
"Ah, you have a stepmother, then?"
"Yes."
·
"But your father probably would object to your joining
us.,,
·
"He won't object to .it if my stepmother is willing," with
such a peculiar grimace that Ben had to laugh.
"So that's the way of it, eh?"
"Yes; she's-well, she likes to have her own way pretty
well, and that's the reason I can't get along at .home. She
wants me to do everything she tells me to do without an
instant hesitation."
Ben shrewdly guessed that the little chap would not
like that; he seemed to be a boy with ideas all his own, and
this would bring up conflicts.
"Well, go on into the camv, Ira," said Ben. "You will
find Dick Slater there."
"Thank you."
The little chap walked on into the encampment, and as
he approached he was eyed with some· curiosity by the
Liberty Boys, who were lolling about on . their blankets
spread on the grass.
The boy came to a stop and looked around at the youths
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and when milking time came ,and I wasn't there I guess
she jumped to the conclusion that I was here."
"I see; and she has come to take you back home.''
"Yes, but please don't let her, Captain Slater! Let me
ioin your company and fight for liberty and independence!
I can do it! I'm little, but I can fight, and I can shoot as
straight as any of you. I'll fight to the death, the same as
the rest of you, if you'll only let me join and won't let that
woman take me back to slave for her!"
"All right," said Dick, quietly but grimly; "you may
consider yourself a member of the company of Liberty
Boys.''
This seemed to please the other Liberty Boys, and they
nodded their emphatic approval.
"That's the thing to do, Dick!"
"Yes, yes!"
"The rr idgej; is all right!"
"He'll fight like a veteran, and I'll wager anything on
it!"
"It would be a shame to let him go back and slave for a
woman with a voice like that!"
Such were a few of the remarks from the youths.
"Oh, thank you, Captain Slater!-thank you!" cried the
boy, in response to Dick's statement that he might consider
himself a member of the company of Liberty Boys. "Don't
let her take me back!"
"I won't!" said ])ick,
"Not by a jugful!" fr'lm Bob E stabrook. natting the boy
on the shoulder. "Don't you worry, midget!"
At this moment a tall, gaunt, scrawny-leoking woman
with a dress of homespun, rough cowhide shoes and an old
sun-bonnet on, appeared from among the bushes.
The Liberty Boys eyed her critically, and Bob Estabrook
said, sotto voice:
"I don't blame the midget for not wanting to stay at
home!"
"Neither do I!" from Mark Morrison.
"Dot vomans vould mage der cows rinned away and nefer
gome pack!" grunted Carl Gookenspieler.
"Shure an' it's not a beauty she's afther bein"!" from Patsy
Brannigan.
The, woman glared about her, at the Liberty Boys, and
then she shook a bony fist at Ira.
"So ye're heer, air ye!" she cried.
"Yes, I'm here, mother," replied the boy.
"Don' ye 'mother' me, drat ye!" the virago cried. "I'm not
yer mother, lry Little!"
"And I'm glad of it!" the boy murmured.
The woman evidently had sharp hearing, for she cried,
.
angrily:
"Whut's thet? Ye're glad uv et, ye say? Waal, I'll
make ye sad ez soon ez I git ye home, ye little rat! I'll
whale ye ter within an inch uv yer life! · The idee uv ye
darin' ter talk sassy ter me!" and she glared at him wrathfully.
Dick had risen to his feet, and now he bowed with the
utmost politeness and said:
"Good-evening, madam.''
The woman turned her eyes on him, glared at him a few
moments, then placed her hands on her lips and stood there
with arms akimbo, and said:
"Who air ye, I wanter know?"
"My name is Slater, madam, and--"
"Oh, I've heerd tell uv ye! Ye're thet sneakin' rebel
spy thet the peeple hev been talkin' so much erbout!"
Dick did not make an angry rejoinder, but a peculiar, grim
look came over his face.
"What' can we do for you, madam?" he asked, quietly.
"Ye kain't do ennythin' fur me-'nless ye'll go an' drown
yerselves in ther bay! I wush't ye would do thet!-an' all
ther rebels!"
"Say, she's a terror, eh, boys'!" from Bob.
The woman turned upon Bob fiercely.
"I'll 'terror' ye, drat ye!" she cried, shaking her fist at
CHAPTER II.
the youth. "Don' ye dar' ter make remarks about me, d'ye
heer!"
THE VIRAGO IS SPOILED.
"It would be impossible not to hear," grinned Bob.
The other Liberty Boys laughed, and this enraged the
"So that's the voice of y~ur stepmother, 'is it?" remarked
,
Dick.
virago more than ever.
"Yes!"
"Oh, laff, drat ye!" she cried, her voice shrill and rasp"How does i~ happen that she has followed you here?"
ing; "laff! Thet's right! Laff while ye hev ther chance!
"Why, we had some words this morning and I threat- Afore long King George's sojers'll kill ther las' one uv ye,
ened that I would come over here and join your company, an' then ye won' be able ter laff!"

with a keen, scrutinizing clance. Then he turned toward
one of the youths and said:
.
"Are you Captain Slater?"
The youth in question, a handsome, bronzed young fellow with firm chin and keen blue-gray eyes, nodded, and
said: .
"Yes, I am Dick Slater; what can I do for you?"
The other youths exchanged glances.
"Say, he's all right," said one, in a low voice, "he singled
out the head man from among the rank and file without any
.
~w~"
"I have come to ask you to. let me joip. your company,
·
sir," was the boy's reply.
The youths all looked surprised and some laughed. The
thought of this little fellow joining their company and becoming a soldier was amusing, they thought.
Dick was surprised, and he looked at the ' little chap with
;nterest, and said:
"Why do you wish to join us?"
"I want to be a soldier, sir."
"You are a patriot then, of course?"
"Yes, sir.''
"How old are you?"
"Fourteen.''
This surprised the. youths, for they would not have guessed
him as being more than ten.
"What a little chap for his age!"
"He is small, isn't he!"
"Yes, a regular midget!"
Such were a few of the low-spoken exclamations.
"Yo.u are much older than your size would indicate," said
Dick; "what is your name?"
"Ira Little."
"llis nam~ suits him.''
"Yes, it's a fit.''
"Little by name and little by nature."
·
"That's right.''
Dick eyed the little fellow with thoughtful interest. The
idea came to him that possibly the boy might be of use in
the company, and then the thought struck him that the little
chap's folks would not be willing for him to join, and he
spoke of this.
Then Ira told Dick about his stepmother, the same as he
had told Ben.
"Then you think that your stepmother w:i: be glad to
get rid of you, my boy?" Dick asked.
"Well, I think so-though you can't tell '.cw she might
·
look at it.''
"You do a good deaJ of work about the 1: ::·1s<! in the way
of chores, don't you, Ira?"
"Yes, I should say so!"
"Milk the cows, and so forth, l suppose?"
"Yes, and wash and dry the dishes, and churn-c.:1, I do
most everything!"
Dick shook his head.
"I'm afraid your stepmother would not be willing for
you to join our company," he said. "The chances are that
she will want you to stay at home and keep on doing the
·
chores."
, "But I ?on't want to stay there; she's a Tory, and she
keeps talkmg about the 'rebels' all the time, and says that
she hopes they'll all get killed or captured, and that King
George will make them work for him like galley slaves.''
"Oh, she does?" There was a peculiar intonation to Dick's
voice.
"Yes,. and-oh, great guns! listen to· that!"
To the ears of all came the shrill voice of a woman
calling loudly:
"I-ree! I-reel Where air ye, ennyhow? I want ye ter
come erlong home· an' milk ther cows! D'ye heer?"
"That's my stepmother!" exclaimed Ira, a look of commingled fear and dismay on his face.
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"That is true," agreed Bob; "if his soldiers should succeed in hilling us we would certainly be unab! e to laugh."
"I hain't got no time ter fool erway a-talkin' ter ye
rebels," the woman said; "I come heer arter my boy, Iry,
an' I'm goin' ter hev 'im! Come right erlong with ·me, ye
little rat! Et's milkin' time!"
She made a move to seize hold of the boy's arm, but Dick
stepped in between and motioned her back.
·"Ira isn't going back with you," he said, calmly.
The woman gasped with amazement and aager.
"Whut's thet ye say? Iry hain't goin' back with me?"
"No." Dick's voice was quiet but firm.
"An' w'y hain't he goin' with me?"
"He doesn't wish to go."
"Eet don't matter whut he wishes. I"m his father's wife,
an' he is boun' ter obey me."
"I do not agree with you, madam. I don't think he' is
bound to obey you; especially when you do not treat him
kindly."
"Who sez thet I don' treet 'im kindly?" almost screamed
the angry woman. "Hez he be'n tellin' ye enny lies like
thet? .b;f he hez I'll break ev'ry bone in his body!" and
again she took a step toward the boy.
But Dick waved her back, at the same time saying,
quietly but firmly:
"Your own tongue and actions prove that you don't trea,t
him kindly, and he has joined our company and is going to
be a soldier, so he cannot go back with you."
"Whut's thet! He hez j'ined yer comp'ny? Waal, he
hain't got no right ter do ennythin' uv ther kin'. He's
on'y er child, an' he kain't fight! He's on'y twelve yeers
old." ·
"I'm fourteen," said Ira, firmly.
"D'ye dar' ter try ter make me out a "liar, Iry Little?"
cried the W()man. "Jes' ye wait till I git · ye home an' I'll
make ye wush't ye hedn't talked like thet ter me!" and she
shook her fist at the boy.
"That will do," said Dick, almost sternly. "Ira is now
a member of my company, and he can not do anything or
go anywhere without asking my permission, and he is not
going home with you."
The woman gasped.
"Waal, uv all things!" she exclaimed. "This beats ennythin' I ever heerd tell uv in all my life!"
""You will have to make the best of it, madam," said Dick,
quietly.
The woman glared at Dick, a thoughtful look on her
face. Presently she started, and a grim look of satisfaction
appeared in her eyes. Dick and the other youths, all of
whom were watching the woman closely, knew that she had
thought of something which she imagined would enable her
to carry her point and have her way.
"I'm not ther boy's mother," she .said, slowly and spitefully; "so et may be thet I hain't got no right ter say whut
he shall do an' whut he shan't; but his father hez ther right,
an' I'm goin' ter bring 'im heer right erway. He'll make
ye come home, lry Little!"
Then she turned and strode away without another word
and quickly disappeared amid the bushes.
Ira drew a long breath of relief, but there was a worried
look on his face, nevertheless. It was plain that the woman's parting statement bothered him.
"Will she bring your father here, Ira?" asked Dick.
"I'~ afraid she will," was the reply.
"And will he want to take you back home?"
I ra smiled in rather a melancholy fashion and replied:
"He won't want to, I'm sure," he said; "but I guess he'll
have to say that he does."
"I understand. You are sure that he would be willing
for you to get out from under that woman's thumb?{'
"Yes he has intimated as much to me at different times.
He feels sorry for me."
.'
"And you feel sorry for him, don't you?"
"Yes, I do!"
_
"Well, you can escape· from her, but I guess he can't. But
because he cannot is no reason you should not. I'll tell
you what I'll do, Ira: When they come I'll simply tell your
father, the same as I told that woman, that you are a
member of my company now, and that I will not let you
.,,.. go back home."
"Father will be glad, rather than sorry; but he won't
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dare let qn. H~ll say that he wants me to come back
home."
"All right; we'll fix that. I'll take it all tl'pon myself,
and even if your father should command you to come with
hirn I will keep you here."
"Oh, thank you, Captain Slater!"
"You're one of us, now, midget," said Bob Estabrook,
"and they shall not take you away from us."
"Good ! I'm glad of that!"
"We'll stand between you and that stepmother of yours,
my boy."
Ira brightened up wonderfully.
It was plain that nothing in the world would give him
more pleasure than to stay with the Liberty Boys, espe·
cially when it would at the same time enable him ·to get out
from under the thumb of his domineering stepmother.
"You say you live near here, Ira?" remarked Dick.
"Yes, sir; only about half a mile away."
"Then that woman will be back before long, likely."
"Yes; she'll go straieht home and make father come hen
with her."
"All right; we'll be ready for her."
'fhe youths talked to the midget, and they were mort
and more favorably impressed with him. He used gooc
language, and was evidently possessed of a good educatior.
for a boy of his age and in those days.
Dick asked him how he had secured his education.
"I .w.ould not have expected that your stepmother would
be w1llmg for you to go to school much," he said. .
"Nor hag she been," the boy replied; "but I went some.
and then I have always studied at home all my spare time·
and also I have ready eve1·ything I could get hold of."
'
''I see."
An hour passed and then voices were heard. One was
high-pitched and shrill, and there was no mistaking it it
was that of Mrs. Little, the second.
.
'
"They're coming!" said Ira, paling slightly.
"Don't you worry a bit now, Ira," said Dick; "they shall
not take you back."
"Thank you, Captain Slater!"
A few moments later the woman, accompanied by a medium-sized man, who looked frightened and hen-pecked to a
degree, appeared. The woman placed her arms akimbo and
said triumphantly:
"Beer's ther boy'~. own fath~r, an' I guess he hez er right
ter make Iry obey 1m. Tell '1m ter come erlong home with
u&, Benjamin."
The man looked around at the youths in an apologetic
manner, and then said to the boy:
"You must come home with us, Ira."
But the boy shook his head.
"I don't want to, father."
"Et don' matter whut ye want, lry Little," broke . in thE.
woman, shrilly; "yer father sez fur ye ter come, an' ye've
gotter do et!"
"I beg your pardon, madam," said Dick, quietly· "but
you .are mistake~. Ira is now a m~m~er of my co~pany
of L1ber~y Boys, 1s enrolled as a ~oldier m the patriot army, ·
and he is powerless . to do anything unless I give him the
order. He cannot go with you unless I say that he shall
do so."
Dick and the rest of the youths were sure that they saw
a look of satisfaction flash over the man's face, but he
said to Dick:
"That doesn't seem just the thing, sir; he is my son, you
know, and--"
"He's on'y er boy," broke in th!') woman. "Ye hain't got
no right ter take 'im inter ther army."
"We are all boys, madam," said Dick, quietly; "an' thesi::
are war times, you know, and ordinary rules do not apply.
The boy wants to be a soldier and fight for liberty and independence, and it is only right that he should be permitted
to do so."
.
"Benjamin, air ye goin' ter let these beer rebels keep Iry
heer in spite uv ye?" cried the woman.
"I don't see how I am going to help myself, wife," was the
reply; "I can't take him away from them by force, you
know."
The woman flew into a violent rage.
"Of all things!" she almost screamed; "ter think thet
er boy's own father kain't make his boy do ez he says fur
'im ter do! This beats ennythin' I ever heerd tell uv!"
Then ::;he turned upon Dick and shook her bony fist at him.
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"Ye dratted rebel!" she cried, fiercely; "I'll get even with I "Waal, et's nothin'
git heer, ·an' ther bes' thing ye
ye fur this ez shore ez ennythin' ! This is all your <loin's, kin do is ter git erwayye'll
ez quick ez ye know how!"
an' ye'll hev ter pay fur et!"
Then she slammed the door shut in Patsy's face.
"Very w~ll, madam; I am quite willing to take all the
Carl drew a long breath of relief.
responsib ility upon myself."
"I vos peen gladsome ness. dot toor to see go shutness,
•
"Oh, I'd like ter scratch yer eyes out!" the woman cried; Batsy!" he declared.
'
"oh, I jes' wush't ye'd come aroun' my house an' giv' me
Patsy grinned, but it was rather a sickly grin.
er chanst 11t ye! I'd scald ye with b'ilin' water, thet's whut
"Shure an' Oi wuzn't sorry to see thot same, meE\i.lf!" he
I'd do!"
/
acknowledged.
.
"I have no doubt tl:i:at you would like to do something
"Ve had ·petter go avay vr0m dis blace," said Carl, nerof the kind, madam," replied Dick, calmly; "but ram not vously.
going to give· you the opportuni ty."
But Patsy shook his head.
The woman seemed to realize that she was beaten, and
"Dhere must be somethin' in dhe way av grub here," he
so she turned upon her husband and sai'd: ·
said; "an' it's mesilf is goin' to carry some av it away."
"Come erlong home, Benjamin Little, an' git ter work
"Bud, Batsy, dot vomans is dangerou s! I. don'd
vant
milkin' them cows! re won' make thet good-fur- nothin' to get ankry mit her. Led us go to some .odde1· man'svos
house.'L
boy uv yours min' ye--waal an' good! Y e'll hev ter do ther
"Phwat! are yez afhraid av a woman, Cookyspi ller ?." asked
work that he hez b'en doin' yerself! D'ye hear? Come Patsy.
·
erlong with me, an' thet quick, too!"
"Yah, such ein vomans as dot is afraid uf mfnesellu fs, und
She strode away and the man followed meekly, after dot is so!"
giving his son a smile that said that he was glad Ira was
"Wull, Oi'm not afhraid av her, an' Oi'm afther hilpin'
out of it.
myself to somethin' in dhe way av pervisions before Oi go!"
. "Good-by, fath,er," called out Ira.
declared Patsy.
"Good-by, Ira."
"You viii be sorry vor dot, Batsy!" with a sober shake
"Shet yer head an' come -erlong, Benjamin Little!" snapped of the head.
his wife.
"Come along wid yez," impatient ly. '
The next nioment they were out of sight.
He led the way around the corner of the house, Carl
Ira breathed a sigh of relief, but murmured sadly:
follow.i ng unwilling ly, and with many a longing glance at
"Poor father!"
the road.
"Dhere's dhe smokehou se, Carl.''
"Yah, I see id."
CHAPTE R III.
"An Oi'll bet innythin' that dhere is meat in dhere.''
"Yah, bud cif you vill pelief me I vould radder let dot
PATSY AND CARL IN TROUBLE.
meat sday vere id is.''
"Your father certainly has my sympathy ," said Dick.
"G'wan wid yez! Phwat fur a;re yez afraid av a woman?"
"And mine," from Bob.
"I vould radder fighd ein regiment of mens dan to face
The other youths all nodded assent to this.
dot vomans, Batsy!" and Carl drew out a banda1:1a hand"Well, you are out of it, for a time at least, Ira" said kerchief and mopped
his forehead, the while he cast wistDick.
.
'
ful glances toward the road.
•
"For all time, I hope, Captain Slater."
"Bah,
wull do nothin' but talk, Cookyspil ler. Come
"Yah, .I vould nefer go pack mit dot voman's houis, Ira, my along widshe
yez. A tongue-la shin' won't hurt us inny."
poy," said Carl.
·
l'You lisden to me, Batsy Prannigan ," said Carl, sol"! don't think that I ever shall."
emnly;
pelief me ven I dold you dot dot vomans vill
The Liberty Boys talked an hour or two, and then lay shood! "you
Uf ve sday around here ve vill get pullets, und--"
down and went to sleep, sentinels being stationed to provide
"Shure · an' it's mesilf phwat loikes chicken, so av we can
against a surprise from the British.
get some pullets, thot wull be dhe very thing.''
It was not known that there were any redcoats on Long
"I mean dot ve vill ged lead pullets, nod chickens." ·
Island. however. 'They were encamped over on Staten
"Oh, thot's phwat yez mane, is it?"
Island.
"Yah."
Next day Dick said . they were running sl:ort of provisions
"Oi'll risk it, Cookyspil ler; come along wid me an' sthop
and tly~.t some of the boys would have t~ go . on a foragin~ yer jawin'."
expedition.
.
·
i
Patsy
toward the smokehou se, and with many a
Two or thr~e parties, of from two to four to each party, glance ofstrode
misgiving at the house, Carl followed.
set out for this i;>urpose.
·
.
,
Doubtless
expected to see Mrs. Little appear at any
Carl Gookensp ieler and Patsy Bra~mgan, who usually stuck moment, and he
he wanted to see her the instant she did appear,
together, made up one of these parties.
so that he.. could get a good start-for he was determine d
Presently they came to a farmhous e and Patsy knocked on to run for
his life. He would not take any chances of trying
the door.
.
to stand up against this virago.
·
It was opened by a woman, and the instant his eyes fell
Patsy was bolder, and he unfastene d the smokehou se door,
upon the woman's face Patsy recognize d her.
opened it and entered.
.•
It was Mrs. Little, Ira's stepmothe r. '
"Come
in wid yez, Cookyspil ler," he said; "dhere must
"Dot vomans!" muttered Carl, retreating a step and be a lot on
av meat in dhis buildin', an' we want some av
glancing around him to make sure that the way of retreat it."
was open.
Carl, with a backward glance at the house, entered.
The woman glared at the two for a few moments in
There were some boxes and barrels in the smokehou se,
silence and then cried, shrilly:
and the youths had no doubt but what they woul:l fintl meat
"Waal, whut d'ye want?"
packed in the boxes and barrels in question.
"Shure, an' it's afther· getthin' some pervisions we are,
They were beginning to investfo·ate when they were
!eddy," >aid Patsy, with an awkward bow.
'
startled by hearing the door slam shut.
The woman placed her arms akimbo and glared fiercely
"Now I've got ye!" cried a shrill, triumpha nt voice;
at Patsy.
got ye locked in, an' I'm goin' ter make ye · wush't ye"I've
hed
"Ye berlong ter thet gang uv rebels whut took Iry -erway stayed erway frum
heer, an' not persuaded Iry ter leeve his
frum me, don' ye!" she cried.
home, that's whut I'm goin' ter do!~
Cari i·etreated another step, and again made sure that
A groan escaped the li!)S of Car].
the way of retreat was open, but Patsy bravely stood his
"Dot awful vomans!" . he cried.
ground.
Patsy was somewha t disconcer ted, but he hastened back
"Yis, ma'am, but--"
to the door and tried to open it.
"Ye needn' say. no more," the virago 'cried; "jest git erIt would not open.
way frum heer m er hurry, ye rascals ye! Ye'll git no
.The woman had evidently told the truth when she said
pe1·visions heer!"
that she had locked it.
"Shure an' we must hav' 'em, ma'am," persisted Patsy;
"Open dhe dure!" cried Patsy, pom:iding on it with his
"we cannot be afther foightin' widout somethin' to ate, yez fist.
"i
know."
"l wull do nothin' of the kin'! I've got ye locked in theer,
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an' I'm goin' ter keep ye till thet rebel capt'in of your'n
prommusses ter let Iry come back home an' stay!"
"I knowed id!" groaned Carl. "Oh, dot durrible vomans!"
"Shut yer hid, Cookyspiller!" growled Patsy; then to the
woman, in a loud, commanding voice:
"Oi till yez to be afther openin' dhe dure!"
"Jest keep on tellin' me ter open ther door if ye think et'll
do ye enny good!" came back, defiantly.
"Av ye don't open dhe <lure we'll kick it down!"
"Oh, ye wull, hey?"
·
"Shure an' :.ve wull!"
"Yah, dot is vat ve vill do," said Carl; and then he
quickly added, under his breath: "No, ve von't do dot, you
put me ~our life! I vould radder have der door bedween us,
un<l dot is so!"
""Cookyspiller, yez are afther bein' a bigger coward dhan
phwat Oi t'ought!"
"I am nod ein goward, Batsy. I vould fighd four mens und
dwo poys und t'ink noddings abouid it; but I do not vant
to ged vere dot vomans gan ged at me!"
"Bah, she won't hurt us. She ain't out dhere now, innyway; come, !it's bhreak dhe dure down."
"Oh, Y~ think I hain't out heer, do ye?" came in a shrill
voice; "waal, I jest am, an' I've got my husband's rifle,
an' if ye break thet door down I'll shoot ye, thet's whut
I'll do!"
. Carl peered out through a crack and a groan escaped his
hps.
"She is spokin der trut', Batsyl" he said, aghast; "she's
sdandin' there with ein rifle in her hants, und I gan see
shoot in her eyes, you pet my life!"
Patsy also peered through a crack.
"Yez are afther bein' roight, Carl,'' he said. "She's got
a roifle, an' Oi shouldn't wondther av she knows how to
handle it, begorra!"
"Vat shall ve do, Batsy?"
The Irish youth shook his head.
"Begorra, an' it's mesilf phwat don't know phwat to
do," he replied.
Carl was no\v struck with an idea.
"Say, Batsy," he whispered; "uf you gan geep dot voman's
around at der vrunt uf der pilding, maype I gan ged a board
loose at der pack uf id, und den ve gan slib ouid und ged
avay."
"That's a good oidee, Cookyspiller; see phwat yez kin
do."
Carl went to the back of the smokehouse and made an
examination. He succeeded in finding a couple of loose
boards-they were more like slabs, hewn by an adz-and,
pushing them aside, a way of escape from the building
was open to them, providing that they could get the attention of the woman turned in some other direction for a few
minutes.
Carl whispered to Patsy that the way was open, and the
Irish youth scratched his head and tried to think of some
way of gel '"p g rid of the woman for a few minutes.
Fortune seemed to favor ' him, for on peering out through
the crack again he caught sight of a snake, which had evi
dently just cr awled out from under the smokehouse; doubtless it had been frigh tened out by the trampling of the feet
of the youths and by the pounding on the door.
Patsy had an inspiration. He knew that most women
were afraid of mice a~d sikkes, and he doubte~ not that
even the bold ~~·~· Little _woul~ be no ~xcept~on tp the
general rule. L1ftmg up his voice, he cried, with all the
excitement that he could muster for the occasion :
"A snake! A snake! Run, Misthress Little, or dhe
baste'll boite yez! Run fur yer loife, Oi say!"
The woman started, looked down and caught sight of
the snake, and, dropping the i·ifle, she gave utterance to
a scream and turned and fled toward the house at the top
of her speed.
.
"Now's our toime, Cookyspiller! We must be afther get· tin' away-but we want to take some av dhe meat wid
us."
They jerked the top off one of the boxes and saw it was
filled with hams. Each youth grabbed a ham, and then
they hastily squeezed out through the hole and ran toward
the road.
The woman had paused at the door ctf the house and
was looking back, now somewhat recovered from her fright.
She caught sight of the Libe1-ty Boys making off, each
with a ham iu his hands, and she e:ave utterance to a shrill

scream of anger, and ran toward the spot where she had
dropped the rifle.
"Stop! Drop them hams!" she cried. "Drop 'em, I say,
er I'll shoot ye, thet's whut I'll do!"
"She'll do id, Batsy!" panted Carl; "she'll shood, you pet
my life! Run, or id is cleat poys we'll be,, und dot is
so'"
;'Shure an' Oi'm rhunniii' as fast as Oi kin,'' panted
Patsy.
Tha woman reached the spot where she had dropped the
rifle. Evidently the snake had disappeared, for she seized
the rifle and leveled it.
Carl, happening to glance back at this moment, gave
utterance to a cry of fear.
·
·
"She is goin' to shood!" he exclaimed. "Lood ouid, Batsy!
Be ready to dodge!"
Even amid the excitement, Patsy could not help being
struck by the a 1Jsurdity of the Dutch youth's last bit of
advice.
"Be riddy to dodg-e, is it?" he cried, sarcastically; "shure
an' av yez kin do•' -:;e bullets it's mesilf would be glad to
have yez show me how it is to be done, begorra!"
Crack! went the rifle, and down went Carl, with a howl of
pain and fear.
"Oh, id is sl ' ded me she has!" he cried. "I am a cleat
poy!"

CHAPTER IV.
BOUND FOR STATEN ISLAND.

Patsy made a hasty examination and gave utterance to a
grunt of disgust.
·
.
"Yez are not afther bein' hurted at all, at all, Cookyspiller!" he cried.
"Ain'd I peen shooded?" eagerly.
"Not a bit av it!"
"No, Oi guess yez must have dodged it, Cookyspiller,"
with a grin.
·
"I scumped my toe and veil down, und I thought dot ]
vos Jutted by der oullet," said Carl.
"No, yez are all roight; but--get up, quick, Carl! Dhe
woman is coming!"
Carl gave utterance to a cry of alarm and struggled to his
feet.
. He picked up his hat, clapped it on his head, seized his
ham and then the two started up the road again on the
run.
"Ston! Stop!" shouted the woman, shrilly. "Drop them
hams, I say!"
1
But the two bold foragers were determined to hold onto
the spoils, after having had such a hard time getting them.
"We've got dhe hams, an' we're goin' to kape thim!"
growled Patsy.
"Yah, <lot is so,'' from Carl. "Der hams vill geep us, you
pet my life!"
On they ran at the top of their speed.
The woma"n followed them a hundred yards 6r so, scream·
ing shrilly for them to drop the hams, but they did not obe:y
her commands, and so, seeing that she was losing ground,
1 she gave up the chase and turned back.
Carl was · the first to discover that the woman had abancloned the chase, and he stopped running, with a great sigh
of relief.
"Der vomans had sdopped, Batsy," he said; "now we gan
go slower und take it more easiness, alretty."
The two walked along, panting, for it had tired them
greatly to run and carry the hams, which were large ones,
and consequently quite heavy.
"I haf nefer seen any vomans lige dot vun before now,
Batsy,'' said Carl.
.
"She certainly is a terror, Carl," was the reply.
"Yah, dot is vat she is."
"Oi don't blame dhe midget fur wanthin' to get away from
her."
"You are righd, Batsy. I don'd vos plame him."
They reached the encampment presently, and when the
youths saw that the two had a couple of fine hams, they
set up a shout of delight.
·
"Where did you get them?" asked Dick.
"Ve gotted dem at der mitged's houis. Tick,'' said Carl.
"Did you have any trouble with Mrs. Little?"
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Throuble is it, Dhick, me bye?" said Patsy; "now ye jhust
bet thot we did have throuble!"
Then the two told the' story of their adventure at the
home of Ira's stepmother.
The Liberty Boys shouted with laughter. They thought it
was a good joke on the two bold foragers .
"Dot is righd! Laff, all uf you !" said Carl. "I pet me
fife toliar dot uf you vos peen • our blaces in you vould nod
laff so muchness, hey, Batsy?"
Patsy grinned.
·
"Thot's so, Cookyspiller," he agreed. "It wasn't so funny
as one moight t'ink, begorra!"
"Nein. Dot vomans dried to shooded us, und dot is der
trut'!"
·
"Was there much meat where you got these two hams?"
queried Dick.
.
"Shure, an' dhere is a lot av it dhere, Dhick."
/'Oh, yes, there are several boxes and barrels full, Mr.
Slater,". said Ira.
"Jove, if it wasn't that I hate to take the meat away
from vour father we would go there and get some more,''
said Dick.
"Don't let that stop you," said the boy; "my stepmother
makes father eat side-meat and she sells the hams and
shoulders and hoards the money away like a miser."
"Very good," said Dick; "some of you boys go and get
eight or ten more hams and shoulders. Carl, you and
Patsy will go back, of course?"
"Uf you vill oxcuse me, Tick, I t'ink dot I vill nod go
pack," said Carl, promptly.
"Why don't you want to· go?"
,
Carl shook his head and looked solemn.
"I vos peen avraid uf dot vomans," he said. "She is vorse
dan a whole regiment uf soldiers."
"And you, Patsy?"
.
"Oi t'ink thot Oi wull sthay back an' lit some av dhe
ither byes go dhis toime," he grinned.
Six of the youths set out at once, under the leadership
of Sam Sanderson.
They were gone nearly an hour, and then they got back,
each bringing a ham.
"Did you have a hard ,time getting them?" Dick asked.
Sam laughed.
"Yes, Mrs. Little was very angry, and threatened to shoot
us; we had to take the rifle away from her."
"She vould haf dooded id, too!" declared Carl.
"Yis, Oi t'ink ye wur woise in takin' dhe gun away from
her," said Patsy.
The other foraging parties came in presently, and each
party brought something in the way of provisions so that
the youths were now fixed with food enough to last them
a week or more.
When noon came they cooked a lot of meat and johnnycakes and ate heartily.
"Jove, now I feel as though I could whip a dozen redcoats, single-handed!" said Bob, when he had finished the
meal.
"I veel as if I 1rnuld nod whip a ten-year-old poy, I haf
eated so much," said Carl.
The othei·R h:tu"'hPd. Carl was a great f>ater, and they
did not doubt but what he had told the truth.
After the meal was ended the youths lay about on their
blankets in the Rhade, taking matters easy.
"Do you think the redcoats are going to come across to
Long Island, Dick?" asked Bob.
"I'm sure I don't know, Bob; but I feel certain that
General Washington expects them to do so. else he would
not keep us · over here on the lookout for them."
"Well, I wish they ·would hurry.".
"You are getting impatient, eh?"
"Yes, I want to get into a fight with them."
"It will come soon enough, I think, Bob."
"It can't come any too soon to suit me."
There was silence for a few mim.ites, and then Dick said,
slowly and thoughtfully:
"I ltelieve that I will go across to Staten Island tonight and see if I can find out anything regarding the intentions of the British."
·
The other youths stared at him.
"You'll be captured!" said one.
"And shot!" from another.
Dick shook his head.
"I'll risk it," he said.
After an early suppe1· he donned a suit of citizen's clothing that he had with him and set out. It was only a little

way to the road leading to the Narrows, which were about
th ree miles distant.
He reached the shore at a point opposite the northeast
corner of Staten Island long before dark, and came upon
a boy and a girl who werr, loading some baskets filled with
dressed fish into a boat.
·
"Where are 3 ou goin~ with the fish?" asked Dick, after
an exchange of greetings.
"We're goin' over to sell the fish to the sojers," replied
the boy.
"Are you m favor of the king?" asked Dick. ,
The girl, who was two or three years the boy's senior evtdently, and was quite pretty and intelligent-looking, shook
her head.
"No, we're patriots," she said; "but that doesn't make any
difference. They'll buy fish from us just the same. "
"An' we ain't goin' to let 'em know that we are patriots,"
said the l:oy.
"This is your first trip, then?"
"Yes."
"Well, say, I'm a patriot, too," said Dick; "and I want
to go into the British camp and see if I can find out anything about their intended movements. May I go along with
you?"
'~Certainly," replied,th.e girl.
"Good! And you both pretend that I am your brother;
will vou ?"
Both nod<led assent.
"Of course we will if you want us to," from the boy.
"Yes," said the girl.
"What are your names?"
"Mine is Dave Hawley."
"And mine is Anna."
"My name is Dick Slater, but for this trip we'll pretend
that it is Hawley instead of Slater."
Both laughed and nodded assent. They seemed to think
it was fine fun to take part in the deception.
"Get into the boat, brother Dick," smiled Anna.
Dick laughed.
"After you, sister Anna," he said.
She leaped lightly into the boat, and then the boy fol lowed. after which Dick pushed the boat off, leapincr
in as
0
it slid into the water.
"Let me row," he said; "it wouldn't look well for me
to let my little brother do the work while I sat still and
did nothing."
.
Then he took the oars and rowed straight across toward
the Staten Island shore, where at least eighteen thousand
British soldi ers wern encamped.

CHAPTER V.
CAPTURED.

The other shore was soon reached, tne strip of water at
this point being quite narrow.
They made a landing, and then each took a couple of
bm;kets of fish out of the boat and all three started up the
hill, on the top of which the British had their encampment.
A sentinel stoppe<l them, with the query:
"Who are you and where are you going?"
"We live over on the other shore." replied Dick, "and
we have some fish which we wish to sell to the soldiers."
The ·sentinel eyed them keenly and then said:
"Go ahead; I guess you won't have any trouble in selling
the fish."
They climbed slowly up the hill and finally reached the
top and were in the British encampment.
Immediately a great crowd of soldiers was around them
clamoring to buy the fish.
The three sold the fish as fast as they could hand them
out. and at a good price, too, for the redcoats had plenty
of money, there being no place to spend it" over here on the '
island.
. Soon the baskets were empty, and then Dick asked one
of the soldiers if there were any objections to the three
looking around a bit.
"We were never in a soldiers' encampment before," he
mid; "and wouldl like to see what the1·e is to be seen."
"Oh, that's all right; look around if you want to," was
the reply.
·
Then spent an hour at thi,:; and then started to leave the
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encampment. As they did so they met a man and a woman, Dick Slater?" asked the British captain, addressing Mrs.
Little.
each carrying two immense hams.
"Becos I've seed 'im in his camp ermong his Liberty
Dick recognized the two at once: They were Mr. Little
Boys."
and his domineering spouse.
"You have, eh?"
The woman had sharp eyes, and evidently had a good
"Yas."
memory for faces, for, notwithstanding the fact that Dick
"When?"
was dressed in citizen's clothing, she recognized him.
"Yistiddy evenin'."
. "Theer's thet sneakin' rebel spy, Dick Slater!" she cried,
"Where is this camp?"
m her shrill voice, pointing her finger straight at the Liberty
"Et's over on Long Islan'."
Bo~.
·
"Whereabouts?"
N~turally her words attracted the attention of all within
"Erbout three miles north from ther other shore over
hearmg, and every eye was turned upon Dick, '·Io ·1"? many
yender."
exclamations were uttered.
"Humph. How many of those Liberty Boys are there?"
"Dick Slater!"
"Erbout er hunderd, I sh'd say."
"A rebel spy in camp!"
"And you are sure that this is their commander, Dick
"Can it be possible?"
Slater?"
"Can it be true?"
;;Yas; he to!' me so 'imself, yistiddy evenin'."
Such were a few of the cries from the redcoats.
Very good; lea~ the prisoner to headquarters, men."
"Yas, et's posserble!" the woman cried. "Thet's Dick
Two of the soldiers caught hold of Dick's arms and con·
Slater, ther capt'in uv ther Liberty Boys an' ef ye know
.
ducted him along just in the rear of the c~ptain.
• '
whe!l ye're well off ye'll capter 'im!"
Hundreds of curious eyes watched the prisoner, and many
Dick looked all around him for a chance to make his
were the remarks passed upon him.
escape.
Many did not believe he w~s the rebel spy who had done
It was now just coming dark, and if he could get out
of the encampment and down to the water's edge he would such good work for the patriot cause.
"He's too young," said one.
be able to get away, he was sure.
.
"Nothing but a boy!" from another.
But that was the trouble.
"But>'.' said a third, "you mi:st .re~ember tha~ the Liber~y
It seemed to be a practical impossibility. for him to get
~mt of the. encampment, for already the soldiers were closing ~OY!'. are all Y~}1ng fellows. Im mclrned to believe that this
,,
.
. . .
is p1fk Slater.
m upon him and his two companions.
It s a great catch 1f it 1s Dick Slater.
Some of the redcoats drew pistols while one a captain
"Yes; the general has offered five hundred pounds for his
'
'
'
flashed his sword in Dick's face.
"Surrender!" he cried, fiercely; "surrender you sneaking capture."
"Captain Hunter is in luck."
'
rebel spy!"
"So he is."
"Thet's et ! Thet's ther way ter talk ter 'im!" cried Mrs
/
Soon ·a good-&-.1zed log building was reached, and the cap·
Little, in huge glee.
door was opened by an orderly.
The
knocked.
tain
he
so
and
Dick saw that it was useless to try to escape
"What is wanted?" he asked.
'
did not offer to resist.
"Is the commander-in-chief busy?" the captain asked in
"I surrender," he said quietly.
"Bind the rebel's arm~, a couple of you," ordered the cap- his turn.
"l 1hink not."
.
tain.
1"I wish to see him then; I have a prisoner whom I wish
This was done.
"Shall we do the same with these two, Captain?" asked to bTi .1g into his presence."
"Very well; I'll see if the commander-in-chief will· see
one, indicating Dave and Anna Hawley, who had been horriyou."
fied spectators of the affair.
The orderly hastened away and was back again soon.
The officer hesitated and looked at Dick.
·
'
t with the informatio~:
The Liberty Boy did not want that the two should
.
.
"General J:lowe will see you." .
ge
into trouble on his account, and so he said, quickly:
The captam and the two soldiers, Wlth Dick betweer,
"They knew nothing about me, Captain. They were starting over here to sell their fish, and I came up and asked to them, entered and were. conducted along a hall and to the
.
.
be permitted to come along with them. They are simpl door of a room on the r~ght.
The or?erly opened this door and announced:
a farmer's boy and girl and are innocent of any act agains~
· "Captam Hunter!" .
the king."
Then he stepped aside and the four entered the private
k " fi ·
d d
l· d
t
"Is that true?" the offi
cer s ern Y cman e ' 1oo mg er.ce1Y room of the British commander-in-chief
.
·
.
·
at the boy and the girl.
General Howe was seated at a table lookrng over some
"Yes, sir," the girl replied.
.
.
,
.
papers.
The boy nodded assent.
He was a ,,hort, ,he:n -y-set man with a red f~ce, and _he
"And you are not rebels?"
glan~ed up ~s ~he four mtered.. He eyed the prisoner with
They shook their heads ·
?"
"'Well-you may go; but mind you, not a word to any- no)1ttle curiosity, and then sai~:
.
Whom have you there, Capta~n Hunter. .
one about this affair!"
"Unless I have been wrongly informed, this fellow is one
. d
· 1
th ?" th
d
t 11 0 u.1 fath
"C 't
Howe."
General
of,
hold
get
to
wanting
been
have
you
whom
·
querie
i;;ir
e
·
er
mo
er an
.
.
" an . we e
"Ah, indeed? Who is he?"
"No; 1f yo~, do it will be the worse for you.
"Dick Slater!"
Very well.
"You may go now."
The two turned away, but the girl managed to give Dick
a look in which was sympathy, and something else. He tried
CHAPTER VI. .
to interpret the look, and finally decided that she had been
trying to reassure him.
A DESPERATE AC'l'.
"I think that she meant by that look that she would try
to aid in some· way to get me rescued," was the youth's
General Howe gave utterance to an exclamation.
·
thought.
"Dick Slater!" he cried.
The woman who had gotten Dick into the trouble was
"Yes."
still standing near at hand, and now she caught Dick's eye,
The commander-in-chief eyed Dick with eager interest.
and said, in a voice filled with fierce satisfaction:
"Where did you find him?" he asked.
"How d'ye like et, Dick Slater?"
"Right here in the encampment!"
"I can't say that I like it very well," he Feplied, quietly.
"What!"
"I guess ye wush't ye hedn't made our boy Iry stay in yer
The British officer was plainly greatly amazed.
encampment now, don' ye?"
·
"He was with a boy and a girl who were selling fish, your
Hetshook his head.
excellency."
"No; I don't see what difference that would make."
"Ah! But how did you learn that he is Dick Slater?"
"W'y, ef ye hedn't done thet, then et's more'n likely thet
"A woman who came into camp with her husband to
I wouldn' hev got ye captered,''
"How do you know that this fellow is the rebel spy, sell some hams to the soldiers told us who he was."

I
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' "How did this woman know him ?·"
Captain Hunter explained.
"Send one of the soldiers out and have him bring that
woman here," the commander-in-cbief commanded; "I wish
to see her and ask a few questions."
The ·captain spoke to one of the soldiers, who left the
room at once.
He was gone perhaps fifteen minutes and then returned,
accompanied by Mrs. Little.
The commander-in-chief looked at the woman keenly.
"Is this the woman in question, Captain Hunter?" he
asked.
"Yes, your excellency."
"Very good."
Then he asked Mrs. Little a number of questions regarding the Liberty Boys, the exact location of their encampment,
etc. She answered promptly, and it was so evident that she
was ~lighted to see Dick Slater a prisoner and that she took
great pleasure in giving all the information in her power
that no doubt regarding the trustworthiness of her informa:ion entered the minds of her hearers.
"You may go," said the commander-in-chief, presently.
"And I thank you, Mrs. Little, for your kindness in furnishing me the information in question and for having been
the means o:t; my securing this important prisoner," nodding
toward Dick.
•
"Oh, I've got et in fur 'im, Gin'ral Howe," said the woman,
with a vicious glance at Dick; "he kep' my stepson in his
enca,mpment an' wouldn' let 'im come home, not even when
ther boy's own father went an' demanded thet ther boy sh'd
be let go."
"I don't blame you for not liking the prisoner, Mrs.
Little."
The woman now took her departure, giving Dick another glance of combined viciousness and triumph _as she
went.
General Howe now turned his attention to Dick.
He eyed the y_outh thoughtfully, a stern look on his
face.
'
Presently he nodded hip head and said, as though talking
to himself:
·
"Yes; he has been caught red-handed as it were, caught
right in the encampment in the act of spying, and the
fate of a spy is death, and such being the case, the quicker
he is executed the better." Then to Dick he said:
"You will be shot to-morrow at nine o'clock!"
Dick kn~w that the co~mapder-in-chief meant it, and
he paled slightly, but he said, firmly:
·.
"Isn't that hurrying matters somewhat, sir?"
"No, you are a spy, and a dangerous one; I have you in
my hands now, and if I hold you too long and put off having
you executed you may escape."
Dick made no reply, and with a wave of the hand the
British officer said:
"Take the prisoner away, Captain Hunter. Place him under
guard and see to it that he does not make his escape during
the night."
.
"Very well, your excellency; I will attend to the matter.
He will not escape."
"That is well!"
The captain saluted and then left the room, the two sol·
diers, with Dick between them, following.
The news had gone throughout the encampment that
the rebel 'spy, Dick Slater, had been captured, and all were
eager to see him.
Captain Hunter's company was stationed over on the
east side of the encampment, and in order to reach the spot,
in going in a straight line, it was necessary to pass close
to the edge of the ·s teep bluff, which extended clear to
the water of the bay, there being no fiat strip of shore at
3.ll.
.
Dick knew this, for he had inspected the bluff and the,
slopes leading up to the encampment as he came to the
place in company with the girl and boy, but he was desperate and had determined upon making an attempt at
escaping, no matter what the cost.
If he remained in the encampment a prisoner he would
be shot like a dog in the morning, so why not take desperate chances to try to make his· escape?
As they were walking along close to the edge of the bluff
Dick nerved himself for the attempt.
One thing was in his favor: The soldiers who had hold
of him did not for a moment suspect that he would think
of attempting to escape, and so were not holding to his arms
as tightly as they might have done.

Dick realized this and felt confident that he could jerk
away from them.
At one point they walked within t en feet of the edge of
the bluff, and Dick decided that now was his time.
' He gave a sudden, fierce jerk and succeeded in tearing
himself free from the grasp of the two soldiers. Then, as
they gave utterance to exclamations of anger and amazement, Dick sprang to the edge of the bluff and leaped boldly
over.
Downward he shot-it seemed to him that he would'
never stop.
Then his feet struck the side of the bluff, which sloped
at an angle of perhaps forty-five degrees.
He was going with such spe_ed, however, and, being hand~
capped by having his arms bound, he was unable to keep his
balance, the result being that he fell and went rolling down
the side of the bluff.
The fall burst his bonds.
Faster and faster he rolled until he felt his senses leaving him, and then, splash! he went into the water!
This revived him, and he was quickly himself again and
fully alive to the seriousness of his situation-for he was
'in deep water.
A few people can swim a great distance, and Dick was one
of the few.
He· had often done so as a boy at home simply for the
novelty of the thing. On one occasion he had indeed swam
across the Hudson River, and those experiences stood him
in good stead now.
He went underneath the water many feet when he struck,
but was quickly at the surface again, and then he began
swimming toward the farther shore.
It was indeed a desperate venture, but it would have
been folly to swim back to the shore he had just left, for
it would soon · be swarming with redcoats looking for him.
From the top of the bluff came yells and cries of excitement.
The redcoats, indeed, had been almost paralyzed by the
desperate act of the prisoner.
Captain Hunter was wild with rage.
He upbraided the two soldiers for permitting the prisoner to jerk away from them.
""Well, he's dead by this time," growled one of the two;
"his arms are bound and he will drown."
"Yes, but that isn't what General H owe wanted," snarled
the captain; "he wanted the prisoner to be held safely, so
that he might be shot publicly in the morning."
"Maybe we can get the rebel out of the water before he
drowns," said the other.
The captain and the two soldiers. fo llowed by a great
crowd of soldiers who had witnessed the desperate act of
the nrisoner, now made their way down to the foot of the
bluff.
They searched along the shore half a mile in either direction, but the prisoner was not found , nor his dead
body.
"He drowned right away and sanl;: to the bottom of the
bay, no doubt," one of the soldiers said.
"Quite likely," replied Captain Hunter; "well, I dislike
the task, but I must go and report the affair to the commander-in-chief."
He did so, and General Howe was greatly chagrined and
disappointed when he learned that the prisoner had escared
from the hands of the soldiers and gone to his death h
the waters of the bay.
·
"Oh, well, it can't be helped," he said, presently. "One
thing is certain, and that is that Dick Slater will not do
any more spywork for General ·washington."
"You are right, your · excellency," agreed Capta:n
Hunter.
·
CHAPTER VIL
A STRUGGLE FOR LIFE.

Onward struggled Dick through the water.
It was hard work swimming.
But Dick was stout-hearted. and he did not falter,
It was do or die, and he was determined that he would
not die if he could help it.
,
It was so dark that the redcoats could not see him, so
there was no danger that he would be shot at.
This was something to be thankful for, for his situation
was desperate enough as it was .
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Occasionally a wave dashed over Dick's head, but he was
cool and careful, and he held his breath till his face was
again out of the water.
Slowly he forged ahead.
Then he suddenly heard voices along the shore.
"He's dead by this time,'' he heard one voice say.
"Yes,'' from another; "no man could roll and tumble down
that bluff. and go into the water with his arms bound and
then get out again."
"It's a waste of time looking for him."
"Of course it is."
"Say, the fellow is a brave one, isn't he!" in tones of admiration.
"Was, you mean. He's dead, I tell you."
"Was, then," with a laugh.
"Ye_s, he was brave enough; or perhaps, mo!·e properly
speakmg, he was desperate."
"That's so; it was sure death if he remained a prisoner
in camp, and this way he had at least a faint chance."
"True; and, too, anyone would rather die by drowning
than to be shot like a dog." '
"That's so."
The voices had grown fainter, and now Dick heard them
no more.
"So I'm dead, am I?" he murmured grimly; "well, not yet!
But there is a chance that I may be dead before I get through
with this. affair."
Onward slowly he forged his way.
It was a battle, and a hard one, for life.
"It's a wonder they didn't come out to search for me in a
boat," was Dick's thought.
But this was not so strange, either, he decided, for they
doubtless did not for a moment think of such a thing a~
that he could swim with his arms tied. They did not know
his bonds were broken.
As he got farther out in the bay the water grew rougher,
and the waves beat the daring youth about in a merciless
manner.
Again and again he was completely submerged.
But each time he managed to work his way up from
underneath the wave and continue onward.
It was indeed a fight for life.
Dick was· gradually growing tired. The strain was a
terrible one, and he wondered ii' he would succeed in reaching the shore-and safety.
"This is worse than swimming · in the Hudson," he
thought; "the waves are larger and beat a fellow around
at a terrible rate."
But he set his teeth and struggled onward.
He made continual but slow progress, and if his strength
held out and he met with no bad luck he might succeed in
getting to the shore in safety.
.
But there was the rub.
His strength was slowly but surely leaving him.
It required the expenditure of a much greater amount
of strength and energy to swim in rough water than if he
had been able to swim in smooth water, and the work was
telling on him.
He was panting now, and the work of forcing himself
through the water was becoming every moment more difficult owing to his gradually failing strength.
He wondered how far he had gone. How far was it to
the shore?
He could not see, and so was forced to remain in ignorance
regarding tlus matter.
He could only work and fight on and hope for the best.
He was grow:ng quite weak now, and he began to fear
that he would sink in spite qf all his efforts · to remain on
the surface.
Still he struggled onward.
It was terrible, but he set his teeth hard and .fought for
his life.
He thought of his mother and sister-and of his sweetheart, loving, beautiful Alice Estabrook-and wondered if
he would ever see the loved ones again.
He would see them, he must see them!
The thought of his loved ones nerved him to ren·ewed
exertions, and he forged onward for a few minutes almost
as strongly as had been the case at first; but this was only
a temporary spurt, and soon his strength was almost gon~.
He went under, struggled to the surface again and then
was about to go under again in spite of his best efforts to
prevent it, when something struck him on the side of the
head.
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It was not l!- hard blow and Dick was not· injured.
Instantly his heart leaped and beat high with joy and
·
hope.
The object that had struck him was, he was sure, a piece
of plank, and if he could get his hands on it he would be
saved, for it would take only a very little help to enable
him to get along fairly well and eventually reach the shore.
Suinmoning all his strength, he threw his head and shoulders up out of the water as best he could, and to his delight
he was successful in getting his fingers on the plank.
He drew a long breath of relief.
He could have shouted aloud for joy, for he was confi·
dent that he was saved.
It was not a difficult matter to move along now, and it
did not require the expenditure of much strength.
It was only a question of time when he would be ·standing
on the shore safe and sound!
Suddenly, however, he heard voices and the sound of oan
rattling in the rowlocks.
A boat was near at hand.
Dick listened eagerly, anxiously.
The voices sounded louder and the rattling of the oan
could be heard more plainly.
The boat seemed to be coming straight toward him.
"Jove, am I to be run down by a boat after having had
the good fortune to get my head on this board!" he men·
tally exclaimed.
This would be terrible!
He ceased swimming and listened intently, in the hope
that he would thus be enabled to learn the exact course of
the oncoming boat.
He came to the conclusion that by remaining quiet wher<::
·
he was the boat would miss him.
So he did not make any move to continue onward, but
waited eagerly and anxiously for the boat to pass him.
Closer and closer came the boat.
He could hear and understand all that was said' by th<:
inmates, and he learned that the conversation was between
a couple of officers of the British army.
And they were discussing the intended movements of th~
army!
Dick heard one of the officers say that it was Generai
Howe's intention to move his army across to the Long Islan<i
shore on the 22d-only two days distant.
This was news, indeed!
General Washington would be delighted to learn the in·
tentions of the B1·itish, for then he ·could lay his plans tc
·
checkmate the enemy.
Utterly unconscious of the fact that they were thus giv·
ing. away information to a rebel spy, the two officers talkec
on, and Dick was so interested that he forgot his dangeralmost forgot his situation, indeed; but the water from ar.
oar splashed into his face, and this brought him back to a
realization of it all.
The end of the oar grated against the edge of the plank
but did not touch Dick's head, though it probably did no1
miss it two inches.
Luckily it was so dark that it was impossible for the inmates of the boat to see Dick, almost submerged as he was
he could just make out a dark moving body passing hiIT.
and knew it was the boat.
When it had passed he drew a breath of relief.
"What luck!" he murmured; "I escaped discovery by tht
British in the boat, and at th~ same time 1 secured an iteJT
of information that will be of great value to General Washington. Jove, I must get to New York with the news just
as quickly as possible!"
He did not doubt that he would reach the shore safely
now, and he did reach it about five minutes later.
It was with a thankf'ul heart that he walked out uri.>n
the shore, and, having shaken the water off his clothing as
best he could, strode away in the direction of the encampment.
0

CHAPTER VIII.
'

MRS. LITTLE'S BRIEF TRIUMPH.

Mr. Little and his better half had left the British en·
campment a little while before Dick made his escape in
such a daring manner, so they did not know that he had
escaped.
They rowed back across the waters of the Narrows, made
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a landing, and then set out for their home, which they
reached in a little less than an hour.
Mrs. Little was in great good humor as a result of having been instrumental in causing the capture of Dick Slater,
but not so her husband; he was a patriot at heart, and
was sorry that the brave young Liberty Boy had been made
a prisoner, but he was careful rtot to voice his sentiments.
Indeed, he did not dare do so.
He listened in almost complete silence, while his wife
talked of the affair, answering only occasionally and then m
monosyllables.
His wife was shrewd, and she had long suspected that
her husband leaned toward patriotism, and this made her
all 'the more eager to talk about .the affair; she took a keen
delight in worrying her husband.
When· they had eaten a frugal repast after reaching their
home, the woman surprised her husband by saying:
"Put on yer hat, Benjamin, an' come erlong with me."
"Where are you going?" he asked, in surprise, and not
without misgivings.
"Ter ther encampment uv ther rebels."
The man started.
"What for?" he · queried.
"I wanter tell ther Liberty Boys that theer capt'in is er
pris'ner," was the grim reply.
Mr. Little understood. His wife wished to let the youths
know that she had been instrumental in causing their young
oommander's capture; by-;so doing she would be enabled to
the better enjoy her revenge.
At first the man thought of trying to persuade the woman
to give up her idea; but he refrained, for he felt that it
would be useless. She would be all the more determined
if she saw that he was opposed to her going.
·
Then another thought struck him and caused him to signify his willingness to accompany her: This thought was
that tl1e Liberty Boys would be glad to know about the capture of their young commander, for then they could go to
work and try to rescue him.
His wife, in her eagerness to let the youths know that
she had had her revenge, would be doing them a good turn
by informing them of their captain's danger. .
Mrs. Little was somewhat surprised when she noted how
willingly her husband got ready to accompany her, but she
did not guess the reason of his willingness. She thought
that it was wholly because be did not feel like crossing
her in the 1matter, and she smiled grimly.
They set out and were soon at the ~ncampment. The
sentinel stopped them, but the woman told him who she
was, and so he permitted them to pass him.
A minute later they stood before the Liberty Boys, who
were lying about on their blankets and wondering how long
it would be before Dick would get back.
Ira was there, and he was surprised when he saw his
father and stepmother, and startled as well.
He leaped at once to the conclusion that they had come
to try to get him away from the encampment, and, as Dick
was gone, his heart sank. He was not sure that the other
boys would dare take it upon themselves to keep him away
from his father.
·
But he was instantly relieved to note that his stepmother
did not pay any attention to him whatever; she did not
seem to realize that he was there.
"I wonder what she wants?" was his mental query.
The other youths were asking themselves the same question, and the woman did not lrnep them long in suspense.
"Whar's yer capt'in? Whar's thet sneakin' rebel spy, Dick
Slater?" she· asked, in a shrill voice.
Bob Estabrook rose and faced the woman, at the same
time saying, quietly:
"Captain Slater is away, Mrs. Little; if you wish to see
him, however, you will probably get to do so if you will
wait a little while. We are looking for him every moment."
The woman laughed shrilly.
"Waal, ye kin jes' keep on lookin'," she cried, triumphantly; "ye won' see 'im very soon, nur ever ag'in, in aij
proberbili ty."
The youths started and looked at the speaker in surprise, and with rather a startled expression on their faces.
By the lig.ht of the campfire it was not possible for them
to get a good look at the woman's face, but they could see
enough to realize that she was excited and triumphant.
"What do you know about Dick?" <'.riP.n Bob. quickly.

"I know er heap more erbout 'im an' his present whereabouts than ye boys do."
"You have seen him recently?" said Bob, eagerly.
"Yas."
"Where?"
"In the British encampment."
Bob started and looked worried, as did his comrades as
well.
"Is he there yet?" Bob asked.
"I ruther think he. is !" with a laugh; "an' I think he'll
stay thar, too!"
"What do you mean?" Bob spoke, sternly. "Do you mean
to tell us that Dick is a prisoner?"
"Thet's jest whut I mean ter tell ye," was the reply;
"an' I wanter tell ye, too, thet I wuz responserble fur •1m
bein' made er pris'ner!"
"How was that?" Bob's voice was hard and metallic.
The other youths were almost glaring at the woman.
It was easily seen that they thought very little of her.
"W'y, I to!' ther British who Dick Slater wuz, an' they
grabbed 'im an' made 'im er pris'ner right erway. Oh,
I'm revenged onter 'tm fur takin' Iry erway frum us! Don'
·ye think so?"
There was a brief silence and then Bob said in a cold,
hard voice that almost made the woman shiver:
"I'll tell you what I think, Mrs. Little, and it is this:
That it is lucky for you that you are a woman!"
"That's so! That's s6!" from the youths.
The woman quickly recovered from the feeling that Bob's
words and tone had produced and. laughed shrilly and triumphantly :
"Ye kin talk all ye . wanter," she said; "bJlt ye kain't
skeer me!"
"We have no desire to scare you," replied Bob; "and
so you say that our commander, Dick Slater, is a prisoner
in the hands of the British, do you?"
"Yas-an' I caused et!"
"You have already told us that, and there is no necessity
of your repeating it."
"No, I s'pose not; but I like ter tell ye erbout et," and
again the woman laughed shrilly.
"You may go!" said Bob, coldly; "your room is preferable
to your company. Go!"
"Oh, all right; I'll go," sneeringly. "I hev no wush te.r
stay heer. I hev tol' ye whut I wanted ter tell ye, an' now
I'm reddy ter go."
"I suppose that you think that Dick Slater will be put
to death and that we will never see him again?" remarked
Bob.
"I'm shor ~ uv et, young Mister Rebel!"
"Well, you are mistaken. Dick Slater will get free from
the redcoats and will be back here in camp again, sooner
or later."
"When he does, jes' let me know, wull ye!" sarcastically.
"Certainly, madam," cried a ringing voice ; "Dick Slater
is here now!" ·
Then to the amazement and discomfitu re of the woman,
but to the infinite joy and delight of every one else, Dick
Slater, wet i'rom head to foot, stepped otJt into the light.

".
CHAPTER IX.
SPYING.

Exclamations of joy escaped the lips of t he youtb:
"It's Dick!"
"Alive and well !"
"He has escaped!"
"Good, good !"
"Hurrah!"
Mrs. Little glared at Dick as though ·she thought him a
ghost.
"Uv all things!" she gasped. "How did ye git erway?"
"I simply jerked loose from the redcoats and leaped over
the edge of the bluff and rolled down into the waters of
the bay," with a smile.
"Did you swim across the Narrows, Dick?" cried Rob.
"Yes; and now I'm free, Bob," and with a s;gh of relief
Dick stretched his arms above his head, and then he began
chafin'l!: then.
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"I will do so, your excellency."
"Tell us the story of your escape, old fellow," Bob re"Very good; now you may go!"
quested. .
Dick saluted and withdrew.
Dick did so, the youths listening with the greatest inHe set out at once and was back in ,camp before noon.
terest. Mrs. Little lingered and listened also, but when Dick
· The Liberty Boys '~ere eager to know what the comhad finished she said to her husband, harshly:
mander-in-chief intended doing.
"Come erlong, Benjamin; we'll go."
Dick told them that he was going to send one-half the
"9ome again when you have some more unpleasant news
to- impart, Mrs. Little," invited Bob, sarcastically; but for patriot army across the East River, and have it take possession of Boroklyn Heights.
once the woman was silent. She had no reply to make.
"That means fight, eh, Dick?" from Bob
"But for that woman you might have discovered some"It certainly does."
thing of importance, Dick," said Mark Morrison.
"Good! I'm glad of that!"
"I did learn something of importance, anyway, Mark."
"And what are we to do?" queried Mark Morrison.
·
"You did?"
"We are to keep watch qn the British."
"Yes." And then Dick told how he had heard the offi"Well, that is something to do, at any rate," said Bob.
cers in the boat talking about the intended movements of
That afternoon Dick and Bob left the encampment and
the British army, and how it was to move across to Long
walked southward toward the south shore.
Island on the 22d.
They took up their position at a point where they could
"So they're coming across, eh?" cried Bob; "good! I'm
look across the Narrows at the British encampment.
glad of that!"
They threw themselves clown under a tree and lay there
"Well, I'm glad that I have learned that the move is to
watching the enemiy over on Staten Island.
be made," said Dick.
They were laying there talking in low tones, when sud·
"You are going to carry the news to General Washingdenly there came the rushing of feet, and four British
ton, eh?"
soldiers threw themselves upon the two Liberty Boys.
"Yes; the first thing in the mornip.g."
Although taken by surprise, the youths were not dis"So I supposed."
The youtlis talked for an hour or so, and then lay down posed to submit to capture without a struggle.
. They at once began struggling fiercely.
and went to sleep.
It was odds of two to one, but the two Liberty Boys
They were up early next morning, and Dick began making
preparations to start for New York immediately after break- were exceptional in many respects.
Dick was phenomenally strong, being twice as strong aE
fast.
He gave Bob some instructions, as that youth, as first the ordinary young fellow of eighteen years, and Bob waE
·
lieutenant of the company, was to be in command while very strong also and wonderfully agile.
In truth, both youths were splendid athletes for those.
Dick was gone.
days.
Then he set out for New York City.
They had practiced wrestling and rpugh-and-tumble work
He reached there in ciue time and went at once to the
building occupied by General Washington as headqu~rters. of all kinds all their lives, and it would have been diffiHe was given a cordial greeting by General Washington. cult to find two persons capable of putting up so good s
"You bring news, Dick; I 'can see it shining in your fight as was the case with them.
They soon succeeded in surprising their antagonists, at
eyes," the i;ommander-in-chiersaid, with a smile.
any rate.
"You are right, your excellency."
Although they had been taken at a considerable disadvan·
"What is the ne\vs ?"
"I have learned the date on which the British intend tage, having been leaped upon while they were extended a1
full length upon the ground, they soon managed to throw
coming across from ~taten Island to Long Island, sir."
and kick their antagonists off and ·leap ·to their feet.
"Ah, indeed !" eagerly. "And that date?"
Then it became a battle royal, but one that was more
"The 22d-to-morrow."
.equal than it had given promise of being at first.
"So soon?"
The Liberty Boys struck out fiercely and quickly knocked
"Yes, sir."
"V/ell, then we must make some quick moves, my boy. two of the redcoats down.
"That's the way to do it, Dick!" cried Bob, whose fightI suppose that the British intend advancing upon Brooklyn
ing blood was at fever heat. "Give it to the scoundrels,
Heights ?"
"That I did not learn, sir; but it is likely that such is their old fellow!"
"Yes; you do the same!" replied Dick.
intention."
Spat! Spat!
.
.
"Undoubtedly."
Down went the other two redcoats, just as the two that
Then the commander-in-chief asked a number of questions, and soon was in possession of all the i'nformation that had been first downed were struggling to their feet.
Spat! Spat!
Dick had to impart.
Down went this pair again, and the four redcoats lay
"I will call a council of war at once," said General Washstretched on the ground blinking up at the sky.
ington.
"Now we've got 'em, Dick!" cried Bob, hugely delighted.
He summoned his orderly and ordered him to summon
"Yes, I ~hink so."
alt the members of the staff.
"Knock em d?wn as fast as they get up, old fellow!"
"Tell them to come to headquarters immediately, as there
I "That'~ the thing to do, and then we will make prisoners
is important work to do," said the commander-in-chief.
.
of them.
The orderly bowed and withdrew.
"So we wil)!"
"Shall I go now, sir?" Dick asked.
~nd they did.
"No, you stay and take part in the' council. We may
'Ihey knocked the redcoats down one after another as
wish to ask you some questions."
fast as the fellows struggled to their feet, until the four
"Very well your excellency"
Half an ho~r later all the officers of the staff wzre gath- were so dazed that they could not get ,upo_n their feet again,
a~d the~ the two bound the arms of their late antagont:ots
ered in the commander-in-chief's room.
He told them the news, and then the matter was dis- wiTthh thteir ohwnd belts.
e wo a overcome and made prisoners of, the four!
cussed at length.
It was decided to send a strong force over to take pussession of Brooklyn Heights, and all the details were settled.
General Washington then told Dick to return to his enCHAPTER X.
cam-p ment.
"Your work will be to watch the British and keep me
MRS. LITTLE'S CHANGE OF HEART.
informed regardi.1g their movements," he said.
"Very well, sir," replied Dick.
Nexj; day the British crossed to Long Island.
"As soon as the Britic:h begin coming across to the Long
This army was nearly twenty thousand strong, but it did
Island shore send me word, Dick."
not at once advance upon Brooklyn Heights.
"I will, your excellency."
General Howe seemed to be very wary, and he sent out
"And send word also to General Putnam, who will have
a number of reconnoitering parties.
charge of the army on Brooklyn Heights."

\
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This was the'r opportunity to get close to the enemy
Dick Slater at once sent word to General Washington
and to General Putnam as soon as he saw the British be- without being discovered.
They were quickly around the bend, and, as they had
ginning to cross, and the patriot commanders began making
expected, the Bl':tish soldiers were within musket-shot dispreparations for a battle.
As we have said, however, G'eneral Howe did not seem tance.
Dick gave the signal to halt.
to be in any hurry.
The youths did so.
Perhaps he remembered Bunker Hill and did not wish
"T::.ke aim!" he said, in a low voice.
for a repetition of that. affair.
The patriots had certainly taught the British caution on I The Liberty Boys leveleu their muskets and took aim.
At this moment one of the British soldiers happened to
that day. ·
As for the Liberty Boys, they were eager for the battle. turn his head and look back.
He saw the danger that threatened and gave utterance
They were young and full of life and \Vanted a chance
to a yell.
at the redcoats.
All looked around quickly and then dropped the plunder
"What do they mean by hanging back in that fashion?"
they were carrying and made a break for the timber at the
asked Bob Estabrook, in d!sgust.
"I guess they want to be sure of their ground before roadside.
"Fire!" cried Dick.
making any decided move, Bob," replied Dick.
The Liberty Boys obeyed.
"Well, they have men enough; I should think they would
Loudly the report of the volley rang out.
advance and make an attack intmediately."
The sudden move of the redcoats had disconcerted the
"I guess that General Howe doesn't want to risk losing
aim of the Liberty Boys to a considerable extent, but four
men unnecessarily."
went down, nevertheless.
.
"Probably you are right."
The Liberty Boys then rush ed forward and were soon
That afternoon Dick and about twenty of the Liberty
Boys started out to look for reconnoitering parties of Brit1sn. searching for the British among the trees beside the road,
but the British soldiers were nowhere to be found.
The way they went took them past the L'ttle home.
They saw that they were outnumbered and had taken
When they got there they found Mrs. Little in a terrible
refuge in flight.
passion.
The four who had fallen, the youths found on examh1aThe redcoats-a party of about a dozen-had just been tion, were dead. Each had been struck by two or more
there and had plundered the house from top to bottom, bullets.
taking everything of value that they could lay their hands on.
Practically all the property that had been taken from
The woman was wild with rage.
the Little home lay in the road, dropped there by the red"Serves her right," remarked Bob; "maybe she won't like coats in their eagerness to get away quickly.
the redcoats so well after this."
"We will give the bodies a burial ," said Dick.
"I hate 'em! I hate 'em!" cried the woman, who had
They dug a grave, using their bayonets and Dick's sword
heard what Bob said· "an' I hope ye boys'll ketch ther for the purpose, and the four bodies were placed in the
skoun'rels an' kill ther las' one uv 'em!"
excavation and covered over.
Dick smiled.
"Now gather up the articles dropped by the redcoats
you!"
haven't
"You have changed somewhat in your ideas.
and we w'll take them back to Mrs. Little."
he remarked, dryly.
The youths did as told, and a few minutes later they
"Yas, I hev! I'm glad thet Iry is er patr;ot sojer now, were making their way back in the direction of the Little
an' I hope thet he'll kill er thousan' uv ther redcoated home.
raskils an' theeves afore he gits out uv ther army!"
When they g-ot there and Mrs. Little saw that her prop"Well, if we can catch the party that was here we will erty had been brought back to her, she swallowed her pride
do our best to kill and capture some of them and bring and thanl,ed Dick for what he and his Liberty Boys had
your property back." said Dick.
clone for her.
"I hope ye wull !"
"I thank ye, Capt'in Slater,'' she said, very humbly for a
"Which way did they go?"
woman of her temperament; "an' I'll say thet I'm sorry thet
The woman pointed toward the south.
I to!' ther redcoats who ye wuz thet evenin' over in ther
"Down ther road in thet direckshun," she said.
British encampment."
"Come on, boys," said Dick. "'We'll see if' we cap catch
"Oh, that is all r'ght, Mrs. Little,'' said Dick. "You
them."
are welcome to what we have done; but I will sa,y that we
Th~y set out down the rol!<i at a trot, and as they went have done it largely on Ira's account.
And as for your
they kept a sharp lookout ahead.
having told the redcoats who I was that evening, I do not
"Your stepmother has experienced a change of heart, Ira," hold that against you."
smiled Dick.
"I'm glad uv thet!"
The Liberty Boys again set out and they spent the after"Yes, Captain Slater," replied the boy. "I guess she
didn't think that the i·edcoats would rob her, and now that noon looking for parties of redcoats, but did not succeed
they have, she doesn't like them any more."
in striking any more.
After dark that evening Dick slipped away and reconOn the party of Liberty Boys hastened.
Presently, on rounding a bend in the road, they caught noitered the British encampment. He hoped to be able to
learn someth'ng regarding General Howe's intentions, but
sight of a party of redcoats ahead of them.
·
"There they are!" cried Bob.
could not do so.
He had to content himself with watching the B~'itish
"Likely it is the party that robbed Mrs. Little," said
.
from a safe distance.
Dick.
When he returned to the Liberty Boys' encampment Bob
"Do you think we can catch up with them ? " queried
'
asked if he had learned anything.
Sam Sanderson.
"Nothing. Bob; but I feel surP. that the British will
"Possibly we can," sa'd Dick; "they are loaded down
advance to the attack on Brooklyn Heights before very long."
with plunder, you know."
"I think you are right; well, we'll be ready when they
"That's so."
do come."
The Liberty Boys broke into a run.
"So we will."
They gained on the redcoats rapidly.
Strange to say, the British soldiers had evidently not
as yet discovered that they were being pursued.
Likely the thought of such a thing was far from their
CHAPTER XL
minds, and so they did· not even think to look behind them.
"Jove, I wish we might be able to get within musketTHE BATTLE.
shot distance of them before they discover us!" said Bob.
"It looks as though we are going to do so, Bob," said
Boom! Boom! Boom!
Dick.
Crash !-rattle !-roar!
The redcoats disappeared around a bend without having
It was the morning of the 27th of August, an\i the batlooked back, and now the Liberty Boys redoubled their
tle bet"'""n the British and patriot armies was on!
P.xP.rtions and ran as fast as they could.
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That evening, tired .and worn, the British encamped at
Of this battle Fiske has this to say:
"General Grant, with the Highland regiments, advanced the foot of Brooklyn Heights.
"In the morning," said General Howe, to the members of
along the coast road, where the American outposts were
held by William Alexander, of New Jersey, commonly known his staff, "we will capture the Heights and make prisoners
as Lord Stirling, from a lapsed Scotch earldom to which he of the rebel force."
Cornwallis advocated making a night attack, but he was
had claimed the title.
"The Hessians, under General von Heister; proceeded along overruled.
It was not thought necessary.
the _Bedford _and Flatbush roads, which were defended by
"A short, sharp attack in the morning and they will be
Sullivan; while more than half the army, under Howe in
..
person, accompanied by Clinton, Percy and Cornwallis, ac- ours," said General Howe, confidently.
"Well, how do ·you like war, Midget?" asked Bob Estacomplished a long night march by the Jamaica road in
brook, as the youths were eating their supper.
order to take the Americans in flank.
.
"Pretty well," was the quiet reply.
"This long flanking march was completed ·in perfect se"He's certainly a fighter, Bob!" from Ben Spurlock.
crecy because the people of the neighborhood ,w ere in sym"You're right he is! He isn't big, but he fights equal
pa thy with the British, and it encountered no obstacle because the Amer·can force was simply incapable of covering to a giant. It might be said of him that he is 'good goods
in a small package,' eh, fellows?"
so much territory. •
"Yes, yes!"
"The divisions of Stirling and Sullivan contained the 5,000
"That's right!"
men which we1•e all that Putnam could afford to send
"That's what he is!"
forward from his works.
"He's all right!"
"A pdrol which watched the Jamaica road was captured
"Yes, the midget is a credit to the Liberty Boys!"
early in the morning, but it would not in any case have
Such were a few of the exclamations, and the little chap
been possible to send any force there which could materially. h'.l-ve _hindered the Br'tish advance. Overwhelming blushed and looked embarrassed.
"I did the best I could," he said, simply.
super1or1ty m numbers enabled the British to go where
"And that best was quite good enough," said Dick; "then
they pleased, and the battle was already virtually won when
they appeared on the Jamaica road in the rear of the vi!- was not another Liberty Boy that did better, Ira." was the
"I am glad that you are satisfied with me,"
!age of Bedford.
.
"Scarcely had the fight begun on the crest of the hill reply.
Of course, all the soldiers supposed that they would rehetween Sullivan :'!n<l the Hessians ;,, his front when he(
found himself assailed in the rear. Thrown into confusion main on Brooklyn Heights all night, and that the battle
o'clock
and driven back and forth through the woods between two would be renewed in the morning, but about elevenwas
fergalling fires, his division was quickly routed and nearly they evacuated the Heights and the entire army
r ied across to New York.
all werl" taken prisonPrs, inrluding- the w'neral hin:iself.
This took all the ·rest of the night, and was finished just
"On the coast road the fight between Stirling and Grant
was the first in which the Americans had ever met British as the first light of the rising sun began to tinge the eastern horizon with red.
troops i11 op<m fi ld an<l in regular line of battle.
General Washington had realized that if he permitted
"Against the sturdy Highland i·egiments Stirling held his
ground gallantly for four hours, until he was in turn as- his army to remain on the Heights it would be surrounded
saulted in the rear by Lord Cornwallis af'.;er the rout of in the morning and captured, and he was not the man to
permit this. So the evacuation had been determined upon.
Sullivan.
So cautiously had the move been made that the British
savof
question
a
simply
"It now became, with Stirling,
ing his division from capture, and after a desperate fight did not get an inkling of it at all. They did not hear a
this end was accomplished, and the men got back to Brook- sound that made them suspicious, and when they rose next
of charging up the
lyn Heights, though the brave Stirling himself was taken morning it was with the full expectation
hill and capturing the patriot force before the day was two
.
prisoner."
·
With Stirling's force were the Liberty Boys, and they hours old.
After breakfast was over they did charge up the hill, but
fought so desperately as to attract the atterrt'on of General
it was only to find an empty fortification.
Stirling and all his officers.
No rebel soldiers were there to be captured. There were
,A 1;ain ;oi.nd again they went to the assiRtance of vatriot
provisions, . nothing.
soldiers who were being sorely pressed and drove the Brit- no guns, nogreat
a surprise as it was a disappointment to
It was as
ish back.
And among the Liberty Boys, fighting as desperately as General Howe, his staff and soldiers.
They had not expected anything of the kind.
a ny one of them, was Ira Little, the "midget," who had
"Well," said General Howe, when discussing the matter
,leclarecl thi>t hi" rnulrl fight as wpl l as any of the Liberty
with t.he members of his staff, "there remains only one thing
Boys, even though he was only a little chap.
do. "
And to-day he was certainly proving that he had spoken to "And
that?" fron;i General Percy.
truly.
"Is to capture New York City."
So brave and reckl ess was the l'ttle fellow, indeed, that
"That is what must be done," agreed General Cornwallis.
he attracted the attention ' and aroused the admiration of
"And it should be no very difficult matter," declared Genthe British soldiers against whom he and his comrades
era! Percy.
were fighting.
General Howe shook .his head. He had great respect for
Once he was completely surrounded by redcoats, and one
had just d rawn back to run a bayonet through the boy, the patriots now, and for the generalship of the patriot
when another soldier, a giant Scotch sergeant, se'zed the commander-in-ch ief.
"I am not so sure about that," he said. "We :will need
man and jerked him back, at the same time crying:
to make haste slowly, so I am thinking."
The others coincided in ·this view of the matter.
,''Nay, nay! He is such a little chap, and such a brave
Wash:ngton has proved his abilities as a gen"General
.
.
one!"
The~ the Liberty Boys b~oke ~~rough and had Ira out of era!," said Cornwallis, "and it will be only prudent to procee<l wit.h caution."
.
the m1d~t of the redcoats m a Jiffy.
. The ~1berty Boys were among _the sold1~rs who succeeded · "That is my idea," from General Howe.
The British army went into camp a11rl the British comm gettmg back to Brooklyn Heights, of course, and they
down for an hour's much· mander-in-chief and his staff began working on the problem
were glad to throw t_hemselves.
of capturing the city of New York.
.
nPPrled rest before domg- _an 1tln ng- .else.
They were smoke-begrimed , lookmg almost hke negroes,
and scarcely a one among them but whose uniform was
CHAPTER XII.
not torn with bullets or the points of bayonets.
Seven Liberty Boys had gone down and eleven more were
THE BRITISH CAPTURE THE CITY.
wounded, four of thes<> ouite seriouslv. The other seven
General Washington 'vas well aware that he could not
were able to remain with the army ready for another battle.
of New York, and so he withdrew the main
It had certainly been a day of triumph for the British, hold the city
army to Harlem Heights, on the north end
his
of
portion
achievin
soldiers
of
number
goodly
a
lost
had
though .they
Island.
Manhattan
gf
inl!'. the victory.
0
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General Putnam, with 4,000 men, remained at the southern dine with her, which offer was accepted, and the soldiers
end of the city, and the British, so :f'ar as the patriots knew, were detained two hours, while their officers ate a fine
were in ignorance of the fact that the main patriot army dinner and drank rare old wine.
This gave Pu_tnam and his men the time needed, and
•
had already evacuated the eity.
And the British really were in ignorance of this fact-- they succeeded in reaching Harlem Heights in safety.
By evening the entire British army was in the city and
till nearly the middle of the month of September.
It was on the 13th of that month that General Howe the entire patriot army was on Harlem H eights.
The British general and the members of his staff, ensummoned one of his most trustworthy spies, a man by the
name of Jacob Morrow, and asked him if he felt willing couraged by the easy capture of the city, decided to make
to venture over into New York City on a spying expedition. an attack on the patriots the following day.
This was done, but the British were r epulsed with a loss
"Oh, yes, your excellency," was the re.11ly.; "I am .i;eady to
of three hundred, while the patriot loss was only sixty.
go jf you wish it."
This was quite a setback to the British and they re"Well, I do. ' I wish to know what the . rebels are doing
and what they intend doing, if such a thing is possible. treated· back to the city to ponder a while before making
I have remained here inactive as long as I wish to, and any further move.
In this little battle the Liberty Iloys took a prominent
must make a move of some kind. If it is at all likely that
such a move will succeed I wish to make an attack on the part, fighting with great desp eration. ~nd among them,
doing as much as any of them, was the midget.
rebels and drive them out of the city and capture it."
He did not seem to know the m eaning of the w ord fear,
"I will cross the East River to-night, your excellency,
and he was as daring as the most reckless among the youths.
and see what I can do." ·
Bob was disappointed because the British gave up so
Jacob Morrow was really a capable spy, ap.d he crossed
the river that evening after dark and was soon on Broadway. easily.
"They didn't make much of a fig;ht," he grumbled. "Jove,
Of course he was dressed in citizen's clothing, and as
he was a quiet, discreet man, he was not in much danger and they have men enough to eat us up, too, if they would
, only go at it like they meant business."
or being suspected of being a British spy.
"Oh, they'll try it again, Bob, likely enough," said Dick.
He soon learned that the main patriot army was at Har"I don't believe they will."
lem Heights, and that only about 4,000 men were down in
'kWhat makes you think so?"
,
the city proper.
"Because we have such a strong position here that they
"Well, well!" he thought; "this is indeed important news.
I will return and inform General Howe regarding the true could not thrash us without the loss o:f' a great number
situation over here. He will be glad to know it and will of soldiers."
"That is true."
come over and take possession of the city right away." ·
"I think we will have to go down t them if we get anHe was soon back in the British encampment across East
other fight out of them," Bob declared.
River, and he went at once to headquarters.
One, two weeks passed, and the British remained quietly
"Well," said General Howe, eagerly; "did you learn anyin the city and made no move toward making another attack.
thing of importance?"
· General Washington believed that the British general was
"Yes, your excellency."
planning some kind of a coup, however, and he wished to
"What?"
"That the city proper is merely garrisoned, so to speak, know · what it was.
This would be difficult of accomplishment, however. He
by about four thousand rebel soldiers; the main army has
did not see how it would be possible to learn the intentions
evacuated and is on Harlem Heights."
of the enemy.
"You don't say so!"
However, an attempt could be made to 'secure informa"Yes."
"Why, then, all we we will have to do will be to cross the t ion, and he sent for Dick Slater.
"Dick," he said, when the youth appeared before him;
river and take possession of the city!"
"I am going to ask you to make an attempt to secure some
"That is all, sir."
information for me.''.
"You have done well in learning this, Mr. Morrow."
"I am ready to make the attempt, your excellen cy."
"It was not a difficult feat, sir."
Next morning General Howe called a council of his staff . "It would be a difficult and dangerous task, my boy."
"That does ndt matter, sir." and they discussed the situation, and it was quickly de"You are ready to make the attempt anyway, eh?"
cided to take possession of the city.
"Yes, sir."
"I will go aboard the flagship of the British fleet and
"That is what I expected to hear you say; well, go down
have an interview with my brother, the admiral," said
General Howe. "He will act in concert with the troops, ~nto the .city and see jf you can secure. i_nfo;,mation regardmg the mtended movements of the Bntish.
and the affair will be a very simple one."
"I will go this very night, sir."
"You are right, General Howe," agreed General Corn"Good! And I hope that you may succeed and that you
wallis.
The general lost no time, but went aboard the ship at may return in safety."
"I will do my best, your excellency."
once and had an interview with his brother.
It had been decided to take possession of the city on . "~ am sure. of ~hat. WelJ., be careful, for you will . be
the morrow, and Admiral Howe said that he would send taku;g. your bfe .m yo~r ha:i;i~s when_ yo~, enter the city,
some of his warships up th.e Hudson and some up the East fo~ it ~s overflowmg v.:1t~ British soldiers.
.
I. will be careful, sir.
River, and that the north end of the city would be' bornDick left hea_dquarters and went t? where the . Liberty
barded by these vessels, and that under cover of this divers~on the troops could cross the East River and take B.oys were statione4 _and began makmg preparations for
.
.
.
his dangerous expedition.
possession of the city.
Bob wanted to go along, but Dick said that this would not
Next morning the ships sailed up the Hudson and East
.
,,
.
.
.
Rivers and opened fire on the north end of the city, as had do;,
}n work of .this kmd one is better alone, he s~id."
been decided upon, and, under cover of this, the British
B~~ supposmg that yo~ should b~ ~aptured, Dick, said
troops embarked and crossed the East River and began land.
ing at a point which is now the foot of East Thirty-fourth Bob; we would kn?w nothmg about it.
"But I am not gpmg to let them capture me," with a smile.
street.
An attempt was made by the patriots to hold the British
in check and keep them from making a landing, but it was
CHAPTER XIII.
impossible to do so, and so the patriots gave up the atTHE MIDGET DISMAYED.
tempt and retired to Harlem Heights.
"Say, fellows, I feel uneasy about Dick."
Putnam's force of 4,000 men was now in great danger.
Bob Estabrook was the speaker.
It was making all possible .effotts to get out of the city,
Dick Slater had been gone perhaps half an hour, and
and the soldiers were marching northward along the road
leading to Bloomingdale as rapidly as possible; but they Bob had been walking restlessly about and looking worried.
"Oh, I guess he will get through all right, Bob," said
would h,ave been .headed off and captured but for the shrewdness of a vatriot woman, Mrs. Lindley Murray; who invited Mark Morrison.
Bob shook his head.
General Howe and the members of his staff to ston and
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"It is a dangerous experiment, his going down into New
York City when it is filled to overflowing with British
soldiers," he declared. "I wish he had let me go with him."
"But when one is on a spring expedition he can work
better alone, just as Dick said,' remarked Ben Spurlock.
"I know that; but he is likely to be captured, and then,
as we would know nothing about it, he might be shot for
a spy and us sitting up here in camp and making no attempt to save him."
"Yes, that's so."
"Jove, I'd follow him, only I know he would not like it!"
"You would not dare do so, Bob, for he left you in command here, and he would be angry if you left camp while
he was gone. 1' •
"Yes, I'm afraid he would, but--"
"Say, Bob!"
The exclamation was from Ira Little. Bob turned toward
him with an inquiring look.
"Well, Midget?"
"Let me go!"
Bob started and looked thoughtfully at the little chap
and then at the ground.
Presently ·he looked again at the eager face of tne midget.
"Do you really want to go ? " he queried.
"Yes, yes!"
There was no mistaking the fact that the boy was eager,
even anxious to go.
·
"What could you do if Dick got into trouble?"
"I could come back up here and tell you boys about it."
"And then we could make an attempt to get Dick out
of trouble!" said Sam Sanderson.
Bob nodded.
"That's so,'' he said ; "you could come back up and tell
us about it, and that's as mucli as any one of us could do,
I judge."
"You a re right, Bob," from Ben Spurlock; "one of us
could not rescue Dick unaided."
"I have a good mind to let you go, Midget,'' said Bob;
"another thing in favor of it is that I don't think Dick
would be angry if you followed him-at any rate, not so
much as would be the case if one of the others should do it."
· "That's my idea, too," from Mark Morrison.
"Then I'm to go ? " cried Ira, eagerly.
"Yes."
"Oh, good!"
"What will you do, Midget, when you get down into the
city?"
"I will get my eyes on Dick and then follow him and
keep watch all the time."
"That's right; and then if Dick should be captured you
would know it."
"Yes."
"Oh, the mida;et will do his part all" right, I'll wager!"
said Sam Sanderson.
"I am sure he will,'' agreed Bob"; "and he is such a
little chap that the British will not be likely to suspect
him."
"No; they would never think that he is dangel'ous."
So Ira got ready as quickly as possible and set out.
He did not have any weapons and was dressed in his old
suit that he had worn when at home.
He looked very little like a soldier, and this would be
to his advantage in the work he was going to try to do.
Dick had gone on horseback, and Ira did the same.
When he reached a point about half a mile north of the
north end of the city he stopped, d;smounted, led his horse
in among the trees at one side of the road and tied the
animai securely.
As he was about to turn away he heard another horse
stamp its foot at a little distance, and the boy thought:
"That is Dick's horse, I'll wager."
He made his way over to whe1·e the other horse stood
and called the animal by name,_ softly.
He was r <' gar<led with a little neigh.
"Ye>', that's Major!" murmured the boy. "Well, I'm .irlad
our horses are close together; if we should leave the city
together and in a hurry it will make it eas'er for us to keep
together, for we would not have to separate."
Ira then made· his way back to the road and walked onward toward the ~ity.
He reached the Common, crossed it, and found himself
"u<ldenlv confronted by a couple of British soldiers who were

IE

doing sentinel duty at the end of Broadway, where it jomed
the Common.
"Who are you?" one of the sentinels asked.
"l live up in the country, sir,'' the boy replied.
"Ah, a farmer's boy, eh?"
~Yes, sir." ·
"Wh<it's your name?"
"Ira Little."
"What do you want in the city?"
,
"I want to buy some things at the stores, sir."
"What, for ·instance?"
"Tobacco for father and some ~a and sugar for mot)1er."
"Ah, yes; well, trot along, httle ahap."
·
"Thank you, sir."
Ira passed ori, feeling gald that he had got past the soldiers so easily.
"They wouldn't have been so easy on me if they had
suspected that I am a patriot,'' the boy thought.
. He walked down Broadway to Bowling Green, and then
he crossed to the other side of the street and walked back
up nearly to the Common.
.
He had not succeeded in catching sight of Dick Slater.
He again crossed the street and strolled back down to·
ward Bowling Green.
He saw hundreds of people, soldiers, citizens, women and
children, but not Dick.
Then the thought struc"k the boy that possibly Dick had
.
gone around to British headquarters.
He did not know where this was, but presently he stopped
aft o1d man and asked him where the British had their headquarters.
The man looked at the little chap in some surprise.
"Why do you wish to know?" he queried. ,
"I want to see the place where the great British general
and his officers stay, sir,'' replied the boy, simply.
"Ah, yes; 'that is a very natural curiosity, I suppose,
Well, I will direct you so that you will be able to find
the building."
And he did, and the boy thanked him, and at once set
out in the direction of British headquarters.
General Howe and the members of his staff had takeri
up their quarters in Fraunces Tavern, around on Broad
sti·eet,- and Ira made .his way down Wall street from Broadway to Broaq, and then turned to the right and was soon
st:u1<ling in front of the building, but on the opposite side
of the street.
British officers were coming and going Tl)OSt all the time.
and the boy watched them with no little inte1·est; he kept
a sharp lookout around him in the hope that he could see
Dick, but was disappointed.
'Th_E}. Liberty Boy was not in sight.
"I wonder where he can be?" thought Ira.
He was disappointed at not having got sight ·of his commander; he feared that Dick might be captured and he not
know of it, even though he ha,d followed Dick, so as to know
of such a happening in case it took place.
•
"I must find him," he murmured.
.
He was on the point of turning away and returning to
Broadway when the door of the headquarters building opened
once more and a British officer came forth, followed by two
common soldiers conducting a man, evidently a prisoner, be:
tween them.
At 'sight of the prisoner Ira gave a little gasp of horro1
and dismay, and exclaimed:
"It's Dick!"

CHAPTER XIV.
DICK SEES THE MIDGET.

Let us see how it happened that Dick had gotten into
trouble so quickly :
He had managed to 50.lip into the city, escaping being
seen by the sentinels, and then he had made his way down
Broadway.
It was his intention to go around to British headquarters
and see if he could manage to get into the build\rlg.
He was destined to do this, but not in the manner that
he wished.
He had gotten almost down to Wall street, when he sud~
denlv came face to face with Captain Hunter, the officer
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who had effected his capture that evening over on Staten as they started down the steps Captain Hunter said to the
two soldiers:
Island, and from whose hands he had escaped.
"Keep a tight grip on his arm now, men; he is wonderCaptain Hunter got a look at Dick's face by the light
fully strong and exceedingly tricky and desperate. Don't
of a street-lamp and recognized him. _
let him jerk away from you."
"Dick Slater, the rebel spy!" he exclaimed.
"We'll see to it that he doesn't, Captain," was the reply.
Then he seized Dick, calling aloud as he did so:
The two soldiers gripped Dick's arms very tightly, and he
This is
This way, comrades! Come quickly!
"Help!
realized that it would be a difficult matter to jerk loose.
Dick Slater, the famous "rebel spy!"
Several British soldiers happened to be standing w::ar Then, too, the captain was right behind him with a pistol
in his hand ready to deal a blow if the necessity arose,
and they hastened to the captain's assistance.
"Dick had made a desperate effort to wrench himself free and Dick decided that it would be best not to try to break
fr9m the captain's grasp, but had not been able to do so away from his captors.
So he walked quietly along, causing the soldiers no trouble
before the soldiers were upon him.
'
As ' soon as they seized hold of him he was powerless, whatever.
He was not feeling very happy, however; he felt that he
and was quickly a prisoner, with his arms bound together
·
was in an exceedingly dangerous situation. Then, too, he
behind his back.
"I thought you were dead!" the captain exclaimea, .-e- would fail of securing inf'ormation.
'
However, it could not be helped; he would have to make
garding Dick wonderingly.
the best of the situation.
"No, I am alive," he said.
As they approached the jail Dick lookeP. at it and shud"How in the name of all that is wonderful did you manage to escape being drowned that evening when you leaped dered.
"Jove, I'm afraid that I will never come out of there
over the bluff and rolled down into the waters of the bay?"
·
again until I am led out to be shot!" was his ·thought.
"I swam across to the opposite shore."
·
Then he thought of the Liberty Boys.
"Swam across?"
"If thev had any way of knowing that I am a prisoner
"Yes."
they might at least make an attempt to rescue me," he
"Impossible! Your arms were bound."
thought; "but they will not know of the matter until it is
Dick laughed.
I wish now that I had let
"No one could · swim too late. in all probability.
"I cannot believe it," he said.
across the rough waters of the Narrows with arms pound one of the boys accompany me; then he could have gone
back and carried the news of my capture to the boys."
toirether behind one's back."
While the ja;Jer · was unbarring the door Dick glanced
"It was not so very difficult," said Dick. "When · I fell
around him at the faces of the members of the crowd that
my bonds broke."
·
The officer shook his head and r egarded Dick with in- had followed them up Broadway.
He did not expect to see a familiar face, but he did, and
creasing wonder.
"You are certa inly an extraordi'l.ary young fellow, or he very nearly gave a start of surprise.
Standing within a few yards of Dick at the edge of the
else extraordinarily lucky," he said.
"I knew that I could swim over or I w0uld not have crowd looking at him eagerly was Ira Little.
"The midget!" thought Dick. "'He is here and he will
risked leap'ng over the bluff," e xplai ~P,d ni ck. "I once swami
go back and tell the boys that I am a prisoner! Jove, but
the Hudson inst for the novelty of the thing."
"Well, well! I see that extraordinary precautions must thi~ is more than I expected! I will not give up all hope
yet!"
be taken with you, Dick Slater."
Dick gave the boy a si~nificant , half-questioning look,
Then he ordered two of the soldiers to conduct- :r;>ick to
and the little c})ap nodded reassuringly.
headquarters.
Then Dick was pulled through the doorway and into the
"I will wall<; right behind you," he said, addressing Dick,
"and if you make any attempt to get away it will be t>ad jail and the door clanged shut behind him.
.
As the door went shut Ira turned away.
for you!" and he tapped thP, butt of a pistol significantly.
He wanted to !!,'et started back to Harlem Heights as
Dick said nothing, but walked along between the two solquickly as possible.
diers quietly.
"I must get the news to the boys at the earliest possible
They were n'o t long in reaching the headquarters building, and a few minutes later they stood in the presence of moment," he thought.
Before g0ing, however, hP made :-i tour of the jail and
General Howe in his private room.
Like the captain, General Howe was amazed when he looked at all the windows with eager interest.
This done, he set out, passing· the sentinels without difsaw Dick Slater standing before him alive and well. He
had thought that the famous rebel spy had perished in the ficulty, he having purchased two or three little. packages
which the SPntinels sunposed containPd tobacco, tea and
waters of the bay the evening he leaped over the bluff.
The captain explained how Dick had managed to escarie sugar, the articles he "had sold them he had come to the city
death by drowning, and the general smiled g-rimly and said: to get.
Fifteen minutes later he was mounted on his horse and
"I guess that you are fated to be shot to death as a spy,
riding northward at a gallop.
Captain Slater."
"I hope not, sir," replied Dick.
"It is my opinion that this is the way you will end your
career; but I am not going to be in any hurry to order
CHAPTER XV.
you to be shot at this time. I will give you a little time in
which to prepare for death."
THE RESCUE.
This suited Dick, and he said:
"Thank you, General Howe."
The instant Ira had ridden into the encampment and
The general asked Dick a number of questions in an
attempt to secure some information regarding the patriot dismounted he was assailed by questions from his com·
army and the intentions of the commander-in-chief, but rades:
"What brought you back so quick?"
to no avail. Dick was very careful not to utter a worc1
"Did you see Dick?"
that would yield his questioner any information.
"Has he been captured?"
Presently Gene1·al Howe ordered that Dick be taken and
"Tell us, at once!"
placed in the jail at the edge of the Common.
"Yes, let us have the news!"
"See to it, Captain Hunter, that he does not escape from
"All right," said Ira; "yes, I saw Dick, and he has been
you this time," he said.
"I will see to it that nothing of the kind occurs, sir" captured!"
"I was afraid that such would be the case," said Bob.
grimly; "I will walk right beh:nd him all the way and if
"What did they do with Dick?" queried Sam Sanderson.
he makes an attempt to escape I will knock him senseless
"They put him in jail/'
with the butt of a pistol."
"Did he see you?"
"That is right; don't shoot him, save as a last resort,
"Yes."
to keep him from escaping."
"That is good," said Bob; "then he will be looking for
"Very well, your excellency."
Dick was conducted out of the room and buildinl". <>nrl '"' t.n rnmP :md make an attempt to rescue him."
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. "Tell us the story in detail, Midget," from Mark Morrison.
. ?he little fellow did so and all listened attentively.
f'We must try to rescue Dick!" cried Bob.
"Yes, and the sooner the better," from Ben Spurlock.
"They may shoot him if he is left in their hands Jong."
"Yes, or even till morning," from Mark.
'.'Then you favor our making the attempt yet to-night?"
said Sam.
'."Yes."

~"So do I," declitred Bob; "we will strike while the iron
is · hot."
"That's a good plan," · said Ben; "the chances are that
the redcoats will not think of such a thing as that an attempt to rescue the prisoner might be made so soon."
·' The youths mounted their horses and set out.
They rode at a gallop, and an hour later they came to a
stop at the point where Dick's horse was tied in the edge
of the timber.
They dismounted and tied their horses.•
All proceeded to the north side of the Common, and
then they stopped.
Bob, Mark, Sam and five more of the youths then proceeded across the Common and approached the point where
the sentinel stood.
It was quite dark, and they were enabled to get close
up to him without being discovered.
Bob dealt the redcoat a blow on the head with the butt
of his pistol, knocking him senseless.
They bound the sentinel's hands and feet and gagl!"ed
him, as they did not know how long they might be at the
work they had to do.
"Now, what is next on the program?" asked Mark, in
·
a whisper.
"Say, Bob," wh'spered the midget.
"What is it, little one?" ·
"There's a narrow window in the second story of the jail
that is not guarded by bars. It is so narrow that a man
could not climb through it, but I can, and if you boys could
boost me up to it I believe I could get in."
"I'll tell you how we can do that," said Mark.
"Well?" from Bob.
"I will stand against the wall; Sam will get up on my
shoulders and l!hen we will lift the midget up, and he can
try the window and see if it is unfastened."
"Very well; come along, Sam and Ira."
The three stole forward and were quickly standing beside the red wall of the jail.
Mark stationed himself with his back to the wall; then
Sam climbed to his shoulders, after which the midget was
lifted to the level of the window.
He opened it softly and crawled through.
The Libertv Boys in the bushes watched eagerly.
The midget's pl'an bade fair to be a success! ·
Ira as soon as he was inside the building, began wonderi"q.g h~w he was to find the cell Dick was in.
"And once it was found, how would I open the door?"
he wondered.
Then he made a discovery:
The keys were in the locks of each and every door. No
doubt the jailer thought it unnecessary to carry a great
bunch of keys around, as no one save himself was supposed
to have access to the corridors, there was no danger-so
he must have reasoned-in leaving the keys in the locks.
Ira decided that the only way he could find out which
cell Dick was in was by unlocking and opening the cell
doors and looking in.
A tin lamp way dovvn at the farther end of the hall gave
,sufficient light so that the boy could see fairly well, and
be at once went to work.
He unlocked the door of the first cell he came to, and,
opening the door, looked in.
It was pitch dark in the cell, and he could see nothing.
The midget hesitated.
Then he decided that he would go and get the lamp.
He emerged from . the cell, made his way along the hall
to where the lamp stood on a shelf, took it down, and made
bis way back and into the cell again.
"All right," he thought; "I'll see if any one is in the
·
next one."
He soon had the door of the adjoining cell open.
It had an inmate, a man who was sleeping soundly; but
this occupant was not Dick.

"I'll find him, though, if I have to enter every cell in
the jail!" thought Ira.
The boy tried the next cell, and, to his great joy, Dick
was in this one.
The Liberty Boys' commander was awake, and when he
saw Ira he started in surprise and rose quickly to a sitting
posture-he had been lying down.
"You, Midget!" he exclaimed, in a cautious voice.
"Yes, Captain Slater."
"How did you get in?"
"Through a window at the end of the hall."
"Have you any weapons, Ira?"
"A couple of pistols."
"Give me one."
.
The boy handed Dick a pistol.
.
"Now, come along, Ira."
"The jailer will be awake, won't he?" the boy whispered.
"Possibly."
. ,.
"And if he is?"
· "We must overpower him and make a prisoner of him.
The boy nodded.
"Leave the lamp," instructed Dick. "We won't need it."
The boy set the lamp on the floor.
Then they left the cell and made their way cautiousl:Y
along the hallway.
At the farther end were the stairs, and down these the:y
went very slowly and carefully.
They were soon standing in the little room at the foot. oJ
the stairs. To the right was the open doorway leadmg
into the jailer's room; to the _left was th~ front door oi
the jail, st;rongly barred and with. the k~y m the lock.
As soon as Dick had taken· up his station at the door:va1
the boy l}nlocked and unbarred the door and opened it ~
little way and looked out.
.
No one was in sight.
He turned and motioned to Dick, and the latter tiptoed
. .
across and joined him.
They made their way to the corner of the Jail and turne<l
and kept on around till they were at the rear.
They found the' boys waiting for them amid the bushes.
"Come on, boys; let's get away from here in a hurry,"
·
said Dick, in a cautious voice.
"All right," replied Bob.
Then they set out across the Common, but were no1
more than halfway across when they heard yells from the
direction of the jail and two pistol-shots.
"My escape has been discovered!" exclaimed Dick; "run,
..
.
.
boys!"
The youths ran as fast as possible, and qmc~ly JOmed
the
of
side
farther
the
at
the main party of Liberty Boys
c~m~

.

.

Yells of excitement and anger could be heard commg
from the direction of the jail and the Liberty Boys hastened away on the run.
An hour and a half later they reached the patriot encampment.
They were so tired and sleepy that they lay down and
went to sleep at once, and it was not until next morning
that Dick was told how it had happened that the midget
was in the city and saw him a prisoner in the hands of the
redcoats.
Dick bad accomplished nothing in the way ~f securing in·
formation in the city, and he was not feelmg very well
satisfied.
"I'm going to go back .to-ni~bt," he said; ''.a.nd I'll learn
something regarding the mtentrnns of the British, or know
·
the reason why!"
"Say, Dick, I have a better plan than that," said Bob.
.
"What is your plan?"
"Let Ira go in your place."
The boy looked eager and excited, and Dick eyed Bob
thoughtfully.
"I think I bad better go myself," he said, presently.
Ira looked disappointed.
Bob shook his head.
"It won't do, Dick," he said. "You are known by sight
to a goodly number of the redcoats, and you 'will likely be
captured again, and if you should we would not get you
out of the enemy's hands so easily next time."
"I suppose that is true," admitted Dick.
"You may be sure that it is. Now, Ira is such a littlE
chap that the redcoats will never suspect that he is at al'
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dangerous, and he will be enabled to go where he pleases
unmolested."
'
"Yes, I ~uess he would not be bothered."
When night came tke midget, accompanied by Dick, set
out on ~orse~ac~. Die~ was going to accompany the boy
~o01.a pomt withm a mile of the city and then bring the
d se back, as Ira intended to stay in New York several
ays.
When they came to a stop a mile north of the city Dick
gave the boy a few final instructions and cautioned him
to be very car~ful, and then the little chap leaped to the
~roun?, and, w,ith a lqw good-by, walked away, Dick turnmg his horses he~ds and riding back toward the patriot
encampment.
·
Ira was ~omewhat excited, as may well be supposed, but
he was delighted as well.
He succeeded .in getting past the sentinels by telling them
~e same story he had told the sentinels the night before
e was such a little bit of a chap that they never for ~
moment .th~ught of such a thing as that he was dangerous
to the king ~ cause.
!\. fe>y minutes later Ira was threading Broadway, min-I
g 1~ng with the crowds of. people, and his heart beat high
\~ith thi:; hope that he might succeed in securing informati on of importance.
. We will not follow the midget's course in detail. Suffice
it. to say that .he remai~ed four days and nights in the city
wi~hout secu~mg any information that amounted to anythmg. He did not have any adventures either as he was
so small a?d insignificant in appearanc~ as not to attract
any attention.
On the fourth !light he slipped out of the city and returned to th~ patr.iot encampment on Harlem Heights.
He w~s given a ~~ welcome by the Liberty Boys, but
when Dick. asked him if he had secured any information
he shook his head sadly.
. "I. didnJt le~rn a ~hing, Captain Slater," he said.
D1ck was d1sappomted, but he did not let on as he saw
that Ira was ~eeling very badly anyway.
'
.
Next morning Dick went to headquarters and reported
to General Washington.
·
The comm~nder;ii:i-chief was greatly interested when told
about the httle midget spy, and expressed a wish to see
the boy. An ~rderly was at once despatched to bring Ira.
and soon the little chap stood in the presence of the great
man.
. He eyi:;d the boy with interest and then shook hands with
him, say.mg:
'. 'I am indeed glad to make your acquaintance, Ira. Captam Slater ~ere ha.s jus! been telling- me about you. He
c~lJ pcl you the midget, and you certainly deserve the
title."
. .Then he told Dick to send the boy back to the city again
m a few days.
"Very well, your excellency; I will send him back again
ver y soon."
CHAP'l'ER XVII.
THE REDCOATS OUTGENERALED.

"I must call a council of war at once," he said. .
It was decided that on the morrow the patriot army
should break camp and retreat into the interior.
Next day the patriot army broke camp and the main
body of troops marched away towa;i-d the nor~hea.st.
The Liberty Boys remained behmd to Jn'.lmtam an appearance of life on Harlem Heights, so that if. any redcoats
were spying around in the vicinity they would not suspect
that the army had gone.
·
·on the 12th a number of Brit ish warships ran up East
River with the British troops on boam, and these were
landed on Throgg's Neck, a peninsula nine miles up from
the city.
,
.
h
As soon as the ships were seen sailing up the river t e
Liberty Boys evacuated Harlem Heights and hastened aro.und
and joined a force that had been left on the East River
shore to hold the British in check.
.
When the British started to come onto the ml!-mland,
after making a landing, they were t r eat ed to a gallmg fire
from the muskets of the patriot soldiers.
This was a su,rprise to them, as they had not expected
anything of the kind.
.
It proved to them also that their plan. was to be a ~~il
ure, for if the rebels knew of the commg of the Bntis_h
in time to be there to receive them, the.y had kn.own . of it
in time to withdraw the patriot army mto tl~e rn,ter10r.
General Howe shrewdly guessed that the patriot ai;ny was
not far away, however, and that if h~ could get ~is ari;1y
to the mainland and give chase, he might succeed m stnking the rebels a hard blow.
.
.
Much to his disgust, his army was held on the penmsula
six days, and then on the morn,ing of thi:; seventh day,
when an advance was made toward the mamland, he was
surprised and somewhat well pleased as well, to find that
his adva~ce was not resisted. Not a shot _was fir ed from
the point where the patriots ~ad been stationed .
General Howe knew what this .meant, of course. H~ realized that the patriot army had reached what was conside~ed
to be a safe location, and the force that had been holdmg
his army in c.):Ieck had gone to join the main army..
.
When he discovered, on moving up closer and havmg his
spies and scouts reconnoiter more caref.u~ly, that th~ patroit army occupied such a strong po~it1on, he h e.s1tat ed
to make the attack, however, and went mt9 camp with the
evident intention of waiting a while.
On the 27th of October, however, General Howe ordered
his army to storm the patriot army's .w orks.
Up the hill swarmed the redcoat s, firing as they came,
but they met with such a hail of bullet s that they were
forced after a somewhat desperate struggle, to ret reat.
In this little battle the Liberty Boys had done splendid
work.
.
They had fought desperately, and among them, fightmg
as fiercely as any one of them, was Ira Little, the midget.
On the night of the last day of .o ctobe.r . Gener al Washington and his army evacuat e d th ell" pos1t ions on Ch a t·t erton Hill and Mount Misery and marched northward to Nort;h
Castle about seven m iles distant. Her e th ey t ook up their
positidn on the high, rocky hills there, from which it would
be impossible to dislodge them.
The British did not follow them. General Howe evidentl y
decided that it would be useless. He retired to the bank
of the Hudson with his army and went int o camp.
Ira Little remained with the Ll.berty Boys t hroughout the
war and did splendid work for the great cause·.
.
His stepmother remained a patriot af t er her change of
heart and when the midget went home at the end of t he
war ~he treated hirri very well, indeed.
·
A couple of years later he was .married to Anria ;Hawley,
the girl who, with her brother, Dick had accompamed over
to the British encampment on Staten Isla nd, where they
went to sell fish.
.
.
.
Captain Hunter was killed at the battl e of White Plams,
so he did not g et another chance to capture rni!k Slater.

"Well, did you leam anything of importance this time,
Ira?"
"Yes, Captain Slater."
Nearly three weeks had passed, and for four days Ira
Little had been down in the city spying. He had just returned to the patriot encampment.
"What have you learned, my boy'!" eagerly.
"The British are going to send their main army up the
East River in transports and disembark and come in upon
us from the north and prevent a retreat into the interior."
The Liberty Boys uttered exclamations.
"Say, that is a great scheme, eh, .Dick?" from Bob.
"Yes, and a dangernus one for us, Bob."
"That's right."
"When is this mov-e to be made?" asked Dick.·
"Day after to-morrow."
Next week's issue will contain "THE LJDERTY BOYS AT
Dick and Ira hastened away and were soon at headquarters. FRANKFORT; OR, ROUTING THE 'QUEEN S RANGERS."
General Washington greeted them cordially. He knew that
Ira had been down in the city and guessed that he brought
information.
When he learned what the information consisted of he
was, naturally, somewhat excited.
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CURRENT NEWS
. After being completely buried at the bottom of an
_eighteen-foot ditch for 20 minutes, Wayne Richardson, ~ 1aborer fro mClay Centre, Kan., who was
w:ork_mg on the construction work in the draining
district of North Lawrence, was rescued alive without apparent injury one day recently.

•

. Fear of compulsory military service has resulted
m an exodus of fo.reigners from Canada to the
~n.ited States. The migration, chiefly from the
cities, has interfered seriously with many Canadian
industries. In order to keep the workmen in Canada th~ Dominion Government has issued a statement that compulsory military service is not under
consideration.
Almost 8,000,000 trees will be available for next
spring's reforesting operations from the stock now
in the Pennsylvania State Forest nuperies. This
is an increase in production over last year of about
30 per cent., and is the largest number of seedlings
ever grown in the nurseries. Last year private
individuals planted 1,500,000 trees furnished by the
Department.
Three hundred persons have been killed and many
injured in a disastrous earthquake in central Formosa, according to special despatches from Taihoku, the capital of Formosa. It is estimated that
1,000 houses have been destroyed. The city of
Nanto has been damaged extensively by fire. The
island of Formosa lies between the Philippine Islands and Japan and is owned by Japan. The city
of Nanto is situated ip. the central part of the island,
about 100 miles south of Taihoktt.

made a ten months' prospecting trip far up the
great rivers of Guiana looking for pay dirt. "As
the aluminum beds of Tennessee, Georgia and
Arkansas show signs of giving out," said he, '·we
have got to hunt up new deposits. I made a prospecting trip of 200 miles up the Surinam River;
after getting a provisional concession from tne
Dutch authorities. Our party found bauxite and
other mineral deposits from which aluminum can
be extracted. These new fields may be very rich
and may mean a good deal to those interested in
the aluminum market just now with the American
deposits on the down grade. Undoubtedly the
Dutch authorities will give us a concession to develop the new fields."
Electrical fire logs, which have been. used on tlie
stage for several years, are now available for other
uses. These fire logs are made of imitation wood,
consisting of three or more logs naturally grouped
for interior fireplaces and outdoor camp-fires. The
logs ar~ of translucent material and asbestos, reinorced with metal, and are made hollow for the insertion of electric bulbs. The bark and cut ends
of the logs are artistically designed and hand painted to give the natural appearance of, partially
burned logs. By properly shading the- translucent
and opaque parts and providing for refiectio:n from
below the logs when illuminated glow with the natural bright and darker shading of burning wood
logs.. The fire logs can al::;o be o.b tained in the form
of a large wood log with imitation ash heap, for
large old-fashioned fire-places.

In accordance with the experience of the war, the
gun practice of our battleships has been carried
For discriminatin g against two uniformed en- out at ranges far in excess of any heretofore prelisted men of the U. S. Navy in refusing to allow scribed. A comparison with the year 1914, when
them to sit in a box for which they had purchased full charges were used in guns, shows results gratitickets, Henry Traub, lessee of a theatre in Brook- fying to the Navy Department. The individual
lyn, N. Y., was fined $250 by the Justices of the practice of the main battery guns was conducted
Special Sessions Court, m that New York city bor- at a mean range of over 15,000 yards, as compared
ough, on January 11. In fining Traub, Justice Mc- with a mean range of 10,000 yards, with the same
Inerney said: "The uniform of a United States guns in 1914. In spite of an increase of over 50
sailor must be respected. A sailor has just as much per cent in range, the percentage of hits was not only
rights as -any civilian." . Before sentencing the de- maintained, but showed a slight increase. We are
fendant, Justice Mcinerney read a communicatio n glad to note that full charges are being used; for,
from Rear Admiral Nathaniel R. Usher, command- when three-quarter charges were used, the velocity
ant of the navy yard, New York, in which adequate being less and the angle of fall greater, it followed
punishment was urged. Admiral Usher feared the that the danger space at the target and the chances
effect on the present preparedness movement in the of hitting the same were reduced. Consequently,
event that discrimination s against United States although the gun pointing may have been as good,
the number of hits made was smaller-a fact which
·
unif qrms were allowed to go unpunished.
tended to produce discOl~ragement among the gun
Linton Watters of Georgia, who returned recent- crews. This factor is of great importance, and in
ly on the Trinidad liner Maraval, reported that nej our opinion greatly outweighs any advantage of
had found aluminum deposits in Dutch Guiana. He economy due to the smaller charges used.
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CHAPTER XI (Continued).
"I guess you'll see before the day is over," laughed
"Ten thousand dollars?" gasped Hen, turning al- Sperry.
most white. "You can't get strangers to put up so
Withing five minutes there came a ~nock at the
much money." ·
door.
.
."I don't expect to," said Ted, coolly. "There won't
"If it's anyone to see me," whispered Ted, "show
any company formed. They'll have their own him into the bedroom. Then if anyone else calls
ideas, these business men."
keep him out here and just come in to tell me that
"Then where does your money come in?"
someone wishes to see me."
.. "I'm afraid it's all too deep for you Hen "
Ted skipped into the bedroom. Then Hen ushered
laughed Ted. "You'll just have to wait and ~ee wh~t in Mr. Harding.
happens. These business men who are coming this
"Sperry,'~ began the department store man, "I've
::i-fternoo1?- all own stores in Douglass. Smith, the come to tell y0u that those men are not going 1Jo
Jeweler, .1s one of them. He can sell a lot o:f polish put up ten thousand dollars for a stranger."
for prec10us metals. S~mmons, the grocer; is an"I'm afraid they won't" Ted agreed, soberly.
other. Then there's Harding, who runs a small de"And you wont get that much capital anywhere.
partment store. There'll be a few others. But I But I've been thinking. I could seel a good deal of
was smart enough not to invite a druggist. He might that powder in my store, and I could wholesale it
guess how the stuff is made:"
.
to me in my line in other towns. Now, if you would
There was a knock at the door and a bellboy sell me the receipt for making the stuff- - "
handed in two cards.
'
"I might," said the young fakir, thoughtfully.
"Smith and Harding here already," smiled Ted, "But the price woulr have to be a good one."
as he turned away from the door. "The battle for
"Will you sell me the receipt for a hundred doldollars-our dollars-will be on in a few minutes." lars ?"asked Mr. Harding, promtply.
·
Within ten minutes seven business men of the
"No, I won't-couldn't" retorted the young fakir,
tow~ ~ad arri':ed. Ted again exhibited the splendid just as promptly.
qualities of his Rosebud Powder, as he called it.
"How much?"
But his visitors were prepared to admit that the
"Five hundred dollars."
powder was a splendid article.
Mr. Harding began to argue, finally offering a
Then, when Hen sat by in gasping· silence, Ted hund:r ed and fifty. But Ted still shook his head.
went on to explain how ten thousand dollars capital
"A gentleman to see you," announced Hen, look. ·_iuld be used. One thousand dollars would be neededt ing in .
.:~r stock, rent, help and such expenses. The other I
"Excuse me for a moment," begged Sperry, and
mne .thousand dollars would be spent in advertising followed his fi:iend.
.
.
<i.nd m salemen's expenses.
Smith, the Jeweler, was out m the parlor. He,
Ted was a glib talker. His callers listened with too, had come back to say that the company would
interest, but finally Mr. Harding said:
·
not be formed~ but that he might be willing to buy
"Sperry, we admit the value of your article, but the secret of making the po_wder for himself.
ten thousand dollars is a good deal of money to in"How much do you offer?" asked Ted, briskly.
vest without thinking. So my idea is that you
"Fifty dollars."
.
would do well to give us a week to think this over."
"Then I'd better go back to the man I'm talking
Hen's face dropped, but Ted replied, promptly:
with."
"By all means take a week, gentlemen. Then by
"Another buyer? Who is he?"
that time you'll be willing to put up twice as much , "That's a business secret," replied Ted. "Do you
.money."
care to offer five hundred dollars?"
With ~hat the callers rose an.d left, after shaking
"No; but I'll make it two hundred and fifty."
hands with the boys.
"Not enough," and Ted shook his head.
"Now, what's the good of all that?" asked Hen,
"Three hundred, then."
as soon as the door had closed.
B ut Ted turned as if to go back to the bedroom.
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By degrees Smith offered more and more, until
he stopped short at four hundred and fifty dollars.
"Got the money with you?" asked Sperry, a bi.t
thoughtfully.
"Right here," called- the jeweler, eagerly.
Ted knew this was more than the department
store man would pay.
"Coi.mt the money out, please." Ted watched as
the bills were laid down. "Thank you. Hen, please
go in and tell Mr. Harding that the formula is
sold."
When Hen came back Ted and his buyer were
seated and going over the details of manufacture.
The money bulged in one of the young fakir's trousers pockets.
Four hundred and fifty! Hen pinched himself
to see whether he was awake!

CHAPTER XII.
THE PRIN9ESS APPEARS. '

"We c,111 affoJ"d a few days of thinking up something new, eh, Hen?"
"Oh, there's r:o nc:· - • · waiting if we get a chance
to make some more money," Hen replied.
It was evening, and they were taking a stroll down
the brightly-lighted principal street of the little city.
Ted, though inclined to joke, really had his mind
1'usy on the subject of the next scheme to be worked.
But suddenly he stopped, gripping his friend's
arm.
Sperry's eyes were suddenly glistening, and his
breath was coming quickly.
"Oh, Hen, do you see that-her, I mean?"
Hen looked, and even his slow pulses quickened.
Just ahead a stylish open carriage had drawn up
at the curb.
Now stepping from the carriage was its sole occupant save for the coachman.
And this young occupant, the one who had rung
the cry of admi.ration from Ted Sperry, was a
seventeen-year-old vision of girlish loveliness, dark
and gypsy-like in her beauty-slender, yet plumply
·
rounded.
In her fleecy, cloud-like summer dress and the
fragile, dainty picture hat, she Yas far lovelier than
any one the boys had ever seen.
Ted could not stir until she had passed into a
store.
"She looks like a princess I saw once in a picture
book," said Hen, sirp.ply.
"And that's just what she is-a princess!" cried
Ted, softly.
He drew Hen over to· the store window. It was
a confectioner's shop, and both boys pretended to
be looki!lg in at the window, but their eyes were
followin~· this vision that was buying a box of candy
inside.
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"Heavens, don't I wish she'd let. me buy her a
barrel of the stuff!" uttered Ted Sperry.
H~ was certainly badly hit. And this was the
first time in his life that he had ever really noticed
a girl.
She came out, re-entered her Cl:\rriage, and was
driven slowly down the street.
Ted followed her with his eyes as long as she
was in sight, but did not step off after the carriage.
"Hen," muttered the young fakir, "I'm going to
know that princess."
"Oh, pshaw! She wouldn't look at you. She's
rich."
"Well, ain't I going to be rich, too, before long?"
.
demanded Ted, almost fiercely.
Then the young fakir, grabbing Putters' arm, led
him off in the opposite direction from that taken
by the carriage.
Ted wanted to think. He did not know what the
feeling meant that had taken hold of him. It was
pleasant, but he could not share it with a fellow like
Hen. So the two boys walked ih silence for many
minutes.
. They had gotten out past the business section hof
the town, ·an,d were among the residences, when t e
sound of wheels came· to them.
Ted looked up. A carriage was passin~, and in
it sat the princess.
She was looking at the boys just as Ted glanced
up. But she looked away as the carriage crossed
the sidewalk in front of them and went in over a
driveway, stopping at the entrance of a handsome
·residence.
After the girl had gotten out the coachman drove
away. There .was no stable in the yard.
"So that's where she lives?" murmured Ted Sperry, more to .himself than to his friend. "~ wonder
wha.t her name is?"
Then with feverish energy he added:
"Hen, I'm going to see the name on the doorplate."
A good deal like two prow ling young burglars
they stole down the driveway, tipto~d up on the
steps, crossed the. porch, and then Ted bent forward
to read the door-plate.
"Everson," Sperry read.
Then he gave an inward jump, and tingled from
head to foot.
For just the other side of the door he thought
he heard a girl's stifled scream.
And then, surely enough, he heard a harsh voice
exclaim:
"That's right,. man! Choke her if she tries to
make a noise. Now see here, Tess, you've got to
·
'
be reasonable."
"But, Fred," implored the girl's low, sweet, agonized voice, "I'd rather die than marry that wretch.
You've been drinking, Fred. You'll be sorry when
you--"
(To be continued.)
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FROM it LL POINTA.'i
LEPNR AT POKER GAME.
According to testimony offered in the Mayor's
Court, at Wilkes-Bar re, Pa., , Joseph Norman, a
leper, who is supposed to be under strict quarantine
night and day, left his home at night and went to
the home of a neighbor, where he engaged in a poker
game.
A fight occurred, according to the testimony, while
the game was on and efforts were made on the part
of some of the .poker players to steal a $3 pot.
While the police were gei-ting to the scene to
make a raid, Norman left by the back way, climbe-d
over several fences and entered the house which has
been his prison for the last eighteen months. It is
costing the city and the Central Poor Board $3,000
annually for the care of Norman and his family and
for guardin1{ his home.

later· was locked- in a cell lighted from a window in
the ceiling so that he might not gaze on his fell ow
men. He took exercise apart from other pri~oners
and was barred as far as possible- from human companionship. Such a record of punishmen t is rare
1n the prison annals of this countr y.
Now, at the age of 57 years, Pomer oy will move
into a cell where he can see passersby, will be permitted to exercise with other pr isoners, sit with
them at the church services and at the prison entertainments, and will have such light work in the
prison shops as his somewhat enfeebled health will
permit. Governor McCall announced that he approved the commutatio n.
Pomeroy was convicted of the mur der of two children, following a series of degenerate acts which
had terrorized the South Boston and Dorchest er districts of Boston. He was sentenced to be hanged,
but because of his youth the sentence was commuted
to solitary imprisonm ent for life. On September 7,
1876, he was placed in his solitary cell at the Charles
Street Jail.

FRENCH PRISONER S PLACED IN · FIRING
ZONE.
The following official statement has been issued
in Berlin:
TRAPPER UNEARTH S GEMS.
"The recent treatment of German prisoners in
Three cans containing jewelry worth, according
the firing zone of the French district of operations
was recently pointed out, and it was made known to estimates, $35,000 were uncovered in a niche
that the German Governmen t had taken measures in a rocky cliff on the George Anderson ranch, east
·of Wheatland, Yuba county, Cal. , by Alfred Talbot,
:o remedy this intolerable state of affairs.
Talbot, setting his trap in what he thought to be
a
sent
been
had
t
Governmen
French
the
"To
note to the effect that all prisoners must be trans- a trapper.
Talbot setting his trap in what he thouO"ht to be
ported at least thirty kilometres, behind the firing
"coon hole" placed his hands on the c~ns. He
a
equipped
line; that they must be assembled in well
them' and found them filled with jewelry,
opened
Fren~h
with
eq_uality
of
footing
camps and put on a.
prisoners of war m Germany m regard to their diamonds rings, watches and stickpins.
So far Sheriff McCoy has been unable to .find any
treatment, ma.il se~vice and visits by representat ives
clue to the owner of the cached jewelry. It is
of neutral embassies.
"It was announced that in case of refusal several believed to have been cached ther e at least twenty
thousand French prison~rs will be transporte~ ~nto years ago.
The cans were red with rust and almost falling
the firing zone an~ submitted to the s.ame condit10ns
as the German prisoners of war behmd the French tp pieces. The paper wrapped about the jewelry
was yellow with age. The watches are of a pat.
fr?~t.
As the French ~overnment had not ~ns~ered tern in vogue a quarter of a century ago.
Several valuable rings, one with a solitaire diait the end of the tm~e set, Janu.a ry 15, it. is ansetting valued at more than $300, bracelets
mond
out.
carried
be
w.ill
now
~epr1sal.s
the
10unced th~t
These reprisals w:1ll co:r~.tmue until the German re- studded with diamonds, ruby and pearl stickpins,
.iuests are complied with by the French Govern- were in the cans.
Sheriff McCoy 0elieves the valuables unearthed
ment."
by Talbot were stolen years ago from a jewelry
store.
FROM SOLITARY CONFINE MENT TO
That somebody recently I:ias been trying to unORDINAR Y CELL.
Jesse Pomeroy, who has been for forty-one years cover the cache is the opinion of Talbot, who said
in solitary confinment in the State pr ison at Charles- there were many evidences that his t r ained woods:own, Mass., hereafter will have equal privileges man's eye could detect of the earth having been
with other prisoners by order of the executive coun- disturbed as though somebody had been digging and
.
cil. Convicted of murder at 15, Pomeroy two years wished to conceal his work.

I
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HEIR TO A CENT
-OR-

THE LEGACY THAT MADE A

M1· _~·

OF HIM

By CAPTAIN GEORGE W. GRANVILLE
(A SERIAL STORY.)
and to take all sensible hints, from: the foreman and
CHAPTER XVI (C~ntinued).
And Bob, too, added to the profits. In his quiet the bookkeeper.
For both the foreman and the bookkeeper began
way he nosed around and c1.iscovered methods that
~asted starch, soap and power. He stopped these ~o ta~e mor:~ il~terf's~ when they fo~nd theri1Selve~
little leaks so that the bookkeeper began to look identified with tne orny real lauudry m the place.
Two months had gone by. Dick and Bob each
J
-..
happy.
At the end of a week Beckwith who ran the rival received a weekly salary now of thil'ty-five dollan
Iayndry, surrendered to public o~inion. He raised a :eek-and the busin~ss w~~Tan_ted it:
"" What you want to do next, smiled D:ck ?ne day,
his wag~s and his prices anti advertised the fact.
But Dick came out in another page advertisement is to branch out and get other laundries m other
in the Oakdale Herald·. He pointed out that the n~arby t?wns. Run.them the same way you:ve done
Avery laundry was the first to better the conditions with this. You might as well be handlmg the
of its work-people and that rivals had been forced profits from six laundries as from one-and from
to do so only in order to win a share of public twenty as easily as from six."
"You'll mak~ my ~ead whirl. Stop, please,"
good opinion. He bespoke a continuance of public
.
begged Nan, with comical pathos.
favor for 'the Avery laundry.
"But think it over, Nan. The profits from this
Dick believed in advertising. Beckwith did not.
Nan's laundry began to get more and more busi- place are furnishing you with capital for branching
out. And you're a bully business woman."
·
ness away from the rival.
"That's because I have good managers, and know
At the end of a fortnight Beckwith was in deenough to tak~ their advice,'' Nan declared.
spair. His business was going to the dogs.
Dick and Bob drew fifte~n dollars apiece for their . ·For some time she had ceased to keep anything
.
like regular hours at the office.
·
first week's salary.
at
day
every
hand
on
were
Bob
and
Dick
But
them
forced
At the end of the second week Nan
to take twenty-five dollars apiece, and the book- opening time; nor did they leave until after closing
keeper proved to them that the business would time.
Nan lived at "the Oakdale Hotel.
stand it.
boys boarded with a private family, but
The
Dick
before,"
happy
really
been
never
"I've
laughed. "I know now what it was that I've needed much of their evening time they visited their pretty
all along. It was work, hustle and responsibility." employer in the hotel parlor.
The murder case had been disposed of, as far as
the courts went.
The fellow charged with the killing of John
Avery had been convicted and now awaited execuCHAPTER XVII.
tion.
There had been no hint that Clarence Avery
THE FRIEND MORE DEADLY THAN AN ENEMY.
"For Sale--A modern, first-class steam laundry, had assisted or egged on t~e slayer of his father.
Nor, bad as he was, did anyone really suspect
fixtures and good will."
! that the son had had any share in the death of his
·
That was the gist of the advertisement that Beck- I father.
I 'l'o all outward appearances, Clarence A very had
with was forced to publish a:tter a month.
He could not stand up before the snappy and re-1 settled down into a sober-minded, respectable man
lentless advertising for public good will that Dick of wealth.
·! He avoided all evil company, dropped all his former
was doing all the time.
Ibad habits, and became a contributor to churches
Nan's venture was on a solid basis now.
Let it not be supposed that this was all entirely and charities.
r People in his own village began to say that he had
Jue to Dick and Bob.
.1..tlev had the good sense to learn all they could, "had his fling" and had "settled down."
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One crisp, cool evening in November Dick and
"Are you getting jealous?" asked Bob, opening
Bob ente,red the hotel parlor to find Clarence Avery, his eyes.
That made Dick open his eyes, too.
smiling and happy-looking, seated with his pretty
cousin.
"Why, I wonder if I am becoming jealous?" h e
Catching sight of the toys, Nan rose hurriedly muttered to himself. "I know I'm getting so I can 't
and came to meet them.
keep my eyes off Nan's face. My eyes follow ~e~
"Clarence seems altogether changed," she said everywhere. She's a mighty pretty and dear girl·
in a low voice. "He has come and begged my for- And Clad A very-ugh! He's a beast!"
giveness. He has asked my friendship, and has told · Oakdale, being a small place, had a few interestme that his home, fortune and friendly services will ing shows at the little theater.
always be open to me."
But just as the snow began to fly t here came an
"Has he asked you to marry him?" asked Dick, entertaiiier who took the town by storm.·
quickly.
"Doctor Helfbrun" he called himself. He was a
"No."
tall, thin, sinister-k>oking German, with piercing
"That will come later," thought Dick Granger.
black eyes and a drnoping black mustache.
"He knows that he can never look for me to
Hypnotism was his specialty.
·
marry him," Nan went on. "But, really, I think he
For three nights he held forth in the little theais going to turn out a good man-at least, as good ter, startling people with the amazing things he
as he knows how to be. And he wants to meet you could force his subjects to do.
both."
Nan went to the performance one night, attanded
"I'm ready," announced Dick, grimly.
by Dick and Bob.
"You won't--"
.
While passing through the audience, Helfbrun
"No, I won't eat him, or throw spit-balls at him," glanced at Nan.
Dick assured her.
She shuddered and turned her eyes away. Helf"!' am very glad to see you again, boys," was brun passed on.
A. ve:ry's greeting.
After his performance was over, Doc Helfbrun,
He offered his hand, which both accepted.
for some reason, lingered on at the hotel.
"I am aware that you have neither of you any
Nan avoided him. He did not appear to seek her.
reason to like me," he went on slowly. "But I can't
"Bob," confided Dick, "I don't like the way Helfunderstand what evil spirit was in me those days. bnm looks at Nan, when he does look her way."
Nan has promised to be my friend, as well as my
"You don't like any one who looks at Nan too
cousin, and I shall be her most devoted friend. I often," answered Bob, -dryly.
trust, ·boys, that you will both consider yourselves
"Quit your nonsense, old fellow! I ran into a
my friends?"
.
Jrummer at the hotel yesterday noon who told me a
He looked almost appealingly at Granger ::1:nd lot about Helfbrun's past. · I've been thinking about
Turner.
it ever since. Helfbrun has served two terms' in
"We can't help being friends of any of Nan's real jail."
friends," said Dick, simply.
·
"That's none of my business."
Avery did his best to make himself agreeable to
"I'm going to make it some of mine unless he
both of Nan's young business lieutenants.
stops lookil1g 8 0 much at Nan."
Yet Dick could not help a secret, uneasy watch"Say," put in Bob, slyly, "have you noticed how
ing of this "reformed" young millionaire.
much that old black cat at the hotel looks like Nan?"
It was not long before Avery invited Nan over
"I wish "OU could be serious," complained Dick.
to his house for. dinner and a pleasant eveni,ng.
,}
The next evening they called upon Nan. She enShe went, but she took her two lieutenants with tertained them charmingly until nine o'clock. Then
her. And Mart Stanley was invited up from the
they rose to go.
village.
·
t th
h th h
The Oakdale guests were sent home in Avery's
They passed down the stairs, ou
roug
e oautomobile. ·
tel office, and reached the door.
That touring car was often seen in Oakdale after
The blinding lights of an automobile made them
that.
blink as they stepped outside.
"Clarence is so changed that I hardly know him
The car was just coming to a stop before the door.
Doc Helfbrun got out, then turned to reach out
these days/' Nan onl~e remarked to Dick.
his hand to Avery.
·
"Has he proposed m'a rriage again?"
drive.
"He never even hints at the subject."
"Thank you, A very; that was a splendid
"I don't like Avery's actions," Dick confided to Good-night!"
"Good-night, old fellow! Ah, hullo, boys! Want
B~?Why?" demanded Turner. "He seems a great a little spin?"
and devoted friend to Nan."
This as Clarence Avery caught sight of Dick and
"He strikes me as being the kind of a friend who Bob.
is more deadly than an enemy,'' was Dick's answer.
(To be continued.)
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Tl1VJEL l~ TOPICS
GETS A WHITE WEASEL.
its antlers into the horse's side. State laws permit
A white weasel was trapped recently by Lamont the deer to roam at large and forbid any one to
Borton, a young farmer living east of Fayette, 0. molest them.
Old residents say that they were once common in
this territory, but this is the first 0)1e that has be2n
CONVICTS RETURN TO PRISON.
seen in recent years.
Captain J--. T. Hazzard, who has been in charge
of the construction work being done on the north
KITE BALLOONS FOR OUR NAVY.
and south highway by convicts in the vicinity of
The U. S. S. "Nevada" and "Oklahoma". are being Whitebird, Idaho, passed through Lewiston the
equipped by the Navy Department for testing kite other day with the convicts enroute to Boise, the
balloons for spotting purposes this year at Guan- weather being such as to put a stop to the work.
tanamo, according to a statement made by Captain
The c<,mvict camp was established about eigh1
Josiah S. McKean, U. S. A., before the House Naval months ago, and during that period approximately
Affairs Committee. They will cost from $4,000 to $18,000 worth of work has been done on the hig-h$6,000 each, and will carry two men each and will way. Captain Hazzard estimates the work done by
be about 75 to 80 feet in length and 30 feet in dia- this convict labor to be a saving of 30 per cent. over
meter.
contract work.
Sheriff Yates of Idaho County passed through
Lewiston
bound to Boise in charge of Amos Hol.EAGLE IN BALBOA PARK.
comb,
a
parole
convict, who will be returned to
A huge bald-headed American eagle shot and disthe
penitentiary,
having been caught snatching a
abled by David Goldbaum of Ensenada, while it was
purse
from
a
woman
of Grangeville.
in the act of carrvinfr off a live sh<>en. arrive'1 at
San Diego on the British motor vessel Gryme. GoldTHE MUNITIONS .INDUSTRY.
baum presented the eagle to the city of San Diego to
be placed in the aviary at Balboa Park. Goldbaum's
The high water mark has been passed in making
bullet bore through one of the ear-le'R wings, crip- British guns, shells and all kinds of ammunition
pling- it. The bird nut np a terrific fight before it for the Allied armies. England now faces the large
could be subdued and placed in a cage.
prohlem of diverting this production into new and
useful channels, by which the nation will again supSTOLEN GEMS RETURNED.
ply the outside world with goods, thus diminishing
Diamond rings and brooches worth $5,000 which the steady outflow of gold and checking the decline
mysteriously cfoiappPared from the home of Pat- in the British exchange rate.
rick w. Finn, a contractor. at Anthills, a suburb
There ar~ now 4,623 private factories and works,
of Altoona, Pa., have been fost as mysteriously re- ordinarily employed in various useful kinds of metal
covered.
production, -which have been taken over by the Government
and are now controlled works. These are
When the family returned from church Christmas morning the -stolen gems, wrapped ·neatly in in addition to the regular Government factories.
a little paper bag and bound with red ribbon, were " There a~; 2,250;000. employes yo7king i~ these
found han~inR.· to the door knob. While there w~re co~trolled and Government factories makmg exserYants in the hquse. no one harl sec·1 n stranrrer clus1':e guns and shells.
.
about the nrcmiscs and the identity of the thief is
'!'his enormous p7oduct10n has now .reached ~
still unknown.
Ipornt where the .eqmpment of the. ar1!1y is approx1Four men had been arrested 011 suspicion.
mately complete m some ~f the roam Imes.
·
The extent to which this gun and shell output has
grown is shown by figures given at the Ministry of
• sues STATE FOR HORSE .
lVI unitions. The comparison is made between June,
Ralph Hun1Pl1rcy, who lives at Mohegan, N. Y., and 1915, when the war had just got under way, and toowns a farm at l.'le~·winsville, has asked the State day. F'or every heavy howitzer produced then there
of Connecticut to recompense him fo1· a horse which are 323 produced now; for every field howitzer procame out second best in a squabble with a buck deer duced then there are 46 produced now; for every
and had to be shot.
medium gun then there are 66 now. The output of
Assemblyman AYcr ill, of Litchfield County, has 60-pounders and 6-inch guns went up ei~hteen fold
introduced a bill in the Legislature asking that Hum- and has now dropped back to twelve fold, as the
phrey be paid $150 for his loss. The horse was supply is too great. As a whole the production
drawing a wagon. along the road near Merwins- of guns of all calibres has increased forty-one fold
ville at night when the buck, frightened by an auto- on those of medium weight and twelve fold on the
mobile, came chandn!! down the road and plunired heavier guns.
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Good Current News Articles

and chokes off the draft of her fires, she can throw
behind her a heavy cloud of smoke which would b.e
very baffling to the enemy. If the ship were an. 011
burner the screen would be particularly effective,
for oil smoke is dense slow to dissipate, and settles
low upon the water. The submarine would.hesit~te
to use her superior speed to close in on a ship which
she could not see, particularly if she knew that ~h.e
merchantman, as soon as the submarine became visible through the smoke, would be prepared to open
on her with a 6-inch gun. Merchantmen should be
armed with nothing less than a 4.7 or 6-inch piece,
since these in the hands of a gunner at all expert
would be sure death to a submarine steaming at the
surface. The armament should consist of four of
these guns, one forward, one aft and one on e~ch
beam. The difficulty, of course, would be to provide
I quickly sufficient of these guns to arm the 4,000
ships of 2,000 tons and upward, in the British Merchant Marine.

..

..._

..

""'

A large deer· appeared in a pasture near Estey,
VI. Va., in which there were a large number of cows,
owned by W. L. Huffman, and defeated the cattle
Friend-What makes you think Tom has broken
in a pitched battle, goring several of them to such an his promise to keep straight. Fiancee-Well, he
extent that they latru· died. The deer was captured brings me more expensive presents that he used to.
and killed by a posse.
Mr. Oldboy-The mountain air is very exhilaratOne afternoon recently, as a passenger train on ing. I feel like a two-year-old this morning. Miss
the Carey-Findlay bral:tch of the Big Four neared Younger-And you look it, too, fifty times over.
Huber, the brakeman called the town. Then the train
stopped suddenly. A couple of passengers alighted
He-You might at least have given me some
and looked for the town. 'J;'hey couldn't see it. They warning that you were going to throw me over.
then discovered that the engineer had stopped to She-Well, haven't I been nice to you for over a
remove a stubborn dog from the track.
week'?

Grins and Chuckles .

Philip Gardinier, of Nelsonville, N. Y., breathed
easier ;.ipon r ecovering his hat in which he had
sewed $842 in bills. A gust of wind blew it off his
head while he was riding on a train. Gardinier
broke his right arm in his haste to get the improvised barn-: by jumping off, but, despitE. his injuries,
he searched for the hat and found it in some weeds.

Fond Father-Heaven bless you, sir, for rescuing
my daughter from a watery grave. Think of the
risk you }'an. Life-Saver-No risk at all, sir, I'm
married.

A man who wished to take proceedings against a
creditor in a distant town sent a letter addressed:
"To any respectable lawyer in A--" The postThe Department of Commerce announced on Jan- office returned the letter marked "Not known."
uary 20 that its record showed a total gross tonnage
of 1,495,601 in steel merchant vessels under conJaggles-What do you think of the stand taken
struction or contracted for by American shipbuild- by people who won't work for a living? Wagglesers on January 1. Four hundred and three vessels It is altogether too uncertain. Sonre fellows become
were included in this record-breaking total, many millionaires at it, while others starve to death.
being for foreign account, ho'Yever. The Bureau of
,.
Foreign and. Domestic Commerce announced that
"It was only five years ago I startetl in with our
approximately one billion dollars' worth of war mu- firm at five dollars a week," said Bragg, "and now
nitions had been exported to Europe. This in- I earn fifty a week without any trouble." "That's
eludes cartridges valued at $85,000,000; gunpowder, j so; it's easy to earn that," replied Newitt, "but how
/
$250,000,000; firearms, $60,090,000 and other ex- much do you get?"
plosives, $475,000,000.
"Like the rest of my sex," said the mermaid, "I
If merchant ships were to make use of the smoke suppose I open my mouth a good deal, but-"
screen, they would find it to be a very effective de- "But what?" interrupted the lobster. "I never put
fense against submarine attacks. If a merchant ship my foot in it," continued the belle of the sea, as she
on sighting a subl'narine turns at once to windward plunged into the surf.
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AN ADVENTURE WITH WOLVES.
By Kit Clyde.

We lighted a fire to cook our supper, which consisted of turtles that Pepe had brought from the
neighboring marsh, and were laid on the embers,
shell side down, after which the scales could be very
easily taken off.
We made a miserable meal. The flesh of the turtles w'a s execrable; it had a strong taste of mud.
Supper over, we proceeded to make our preparation for the night.
In the vicinity of the marshes, and notwithstanding that the warm season had come, the nights
were cool ; it was therefore decided that the fire
should be kept up until the next morning-a matter
easy enough, since the jarillas, among which we
were C?-mping, are shrubs of so i·esinous a nature
that they feel sticky to the touch, and that even
the green wood burns with a brilliant flame.
For another reason also, we deemed it obligatory
to keep the fire up all night-it was necessary for
our personal safety, inasmuch as we were liable to
be attacked by beasts of prey, which are very common in this part of South America.
- It was agreed, as usual, that Charles should keep
watch for the first two hours, and then Luiz.
Our horses were tethered to the stunted trunk of
a willow standing some twenty yards away; then
we wrapped ourselves in our ponchos, and with our
feet turned toward the fire, we slept a sleep well
earned by ten hours of slow but continuous travel.
But the sleepers were not more tired than the
watchers. Charles, feeling himself compelled to
yield to sleep, could not awake Luiz, who naturally
continued to snore while the fire died down for
want of fuel.
We had been sleeping quietly, when, about 11
o'clock, we were suddenly awakened by a prolonged
and plaintive cry. We sprang to our feet and instictively rushed to our guns-all except Miguel,
who was stirring up the ashes in the hope of finding one live ember.
Then several other cries just like the first were
heard, but nearer.
They sounded like the howling of wolves.
"We are lost,'' tranquilly observed our guide;
"those are the red wolves."
In the mouth of Barlejo, those three words, We
are lost, had a terrible significance ; they were
equivalent to a sentence of death. Whether it was
natural coolness, or the habitual indifference gained
by an adventurous life, I do not know, but we made
our preparations of defense with all the calm -of
men who are not overfrightened by the prospect of
·
death.
The howlings continued-they steadily increased
in volume as they drew nearer-in a little while
they suddenly redoubled at a short distance from
the camp. ·
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We felt especially anxious about our horses.
Armed with our hunting-guns, which we had
charged with buckshot, we were on the point of approaching the poor animals, which we could see
trembling all over by the moonlight, when thevaqueano requested us to do nothing of the kind.
"Don't bother yourselves about them!" he exclaimed. "Stand all right there in front of Miguel,
who is trying to start the fire-that is our only
chance _of safety . . Silence, now !-and be careful
not to shoot until I tell you!"
At that moment a dozen wolves sprang out of
the cover before us, their eyes glowing in the night
like burning charcoal.
"Eh! what hawseholes !" cried the incorrigible
sailor, Loannec. "Look, Miguel! there is something
to light your fire with!"
I' struck the sailor on the back of the neck, as a
means of i·eminding him of the order given; he
·
held his peace.
Meanwhile, after a moment's hesitation, the
wolves approached our horses, which began to perform a singular maneuver. Pressing closely against
one another, with their heads all turned to a common center (the willow tree to which they had been
tied), they formed a ring; motionless, presenting
their croups to the enemy, they awaited the at·
tack.
The wolves began to turn around the living circlE
-first at a cautious distance, then nearer and nearer-and all at once they leaped. at our steeds.
But they had reckoned without their hosts.
At the same moment that the wolves leaped, our
ho:r:ses-all together, as if moved by one springsuddenly gave a terrific kick; the assailants were
flung ten yards away, and rolled on the ground,
uttering another kind of howl-strange and funereal.
It seemed as if they were calling for help.
"What a magnificent kick!" cried Loannec, with
admiration.
"That howl is a call," said Barlejo, thus explaining to us the difference we had already noticed in
the way our enemies howled. "In a little while
we'll have the whole pack on us."
Barlejo was not mistaken.
Other howls responded to the howls of the wounded wolves, and almost immediately we saw a.b out
fifty rushing in our direction.
"Fire!" commanded the vaqueano.
The new arrivals were received with a volley,
immediat~ly followed by another. Startled by our
firearms,. the survivors scattered in all direct10ns
with horrible yelpings. It was the signal for th.e
general invasion. All the underbrush, which seemed
so lifeless a little while before, now appeared one
enormous lair of wild beasts. Right and left, and
in front, new packs came rushing into the open
space of which we unfortunately occupied the center, so that our enemies were able to surround us.
Volley followed volley, but wolves ever succeeded
to wolves. Every discharge . ~arried death into the
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mass of wild beasts, but every cry of death brought . a lunu -v•ur to al the cuaounamg snru,_,,_ery, the
a new pack to the scene. The ground was covered wolves had retreatJd to a little dista::ce. Like monwith their carcasses-som e had been riddled by our sters vomited from the nether world, they turned
buckshot, others killed by our horses. Men and swiftly :.:ound and round our fire which they dared
beasts defended themselves ; yet the more numerous not cross, and which made a sort of rampart for 11~ .
the victims, the more numerous S(;)emed to become Their thousand ey~s, which shonP TikP th()11~~111rk
of burning coa1::;, . . a ut out ohosnhor escent gleams;
the assailants.
We expected to have them upon us at every sec- their ,howlmgs, wen: wild leaps, their enormously
ond; evidently we should never be able to over- enlarged shadows, gave su·anQ"P. and t errible effect to
come the hungry pack who only 'retreated from the the scene. It suggested fancies of ~ .nthropophagi
very flash of our volley. A few minutes more, and dancing the death-c!ance a_round their victims.
Suddenly a change, which we could not explain,
we should all be devoured.
which we noticed at once, took place in their
but
buckshot,
Meanwhile we kept on . firing-with
Their leaps became systematically
movemcts.
were
we
what
knew
hardly
We
ball.
and
shot
small
doing; om' brains seemed to boil. We were at the regular; their ranks formed in order; their howlvery white-heat of excitement. As for myself, I ings became a chorus, almost a harmony-to disorder succeeded order, symphony to cacophony. The
thought I should go mad!
Luckily Miguel had succeeded in rekindling the circle which they now made around us was mathematically regular; they wheeled in a gallop, measfire.
ured and automatic, like that of circus-horses.
care
"Get behind now!" cried Barlejo; "but take
Little by little thefr course quickened; they benot to turn your backs, and keep on firing."
to gallop with dizzy rapidity, but ahyays at one
gan
rewe
vaqueano,
the
of
orders
Obedient to the
pace, like cavalry upon a day of review.
treated slowly, firing bu.c kshot all the while.
Thoughtf u 1 of th e danger th a t menace d us, we
"Stop fir1'ng '·"
At the same time Miguel and Barlejo threw in kept watching them; we almost admired them. But
front of us two blazing fagots, from the vicinity of the thousands of luminous points whirling around us
-appearing and disappearing with the rapidity of
which the wolves at once beat a hasty retreat. .
In a few minuks we were surrounded by about lightning, dazzled and fascinated us, like the glitten bonfires. While the two gauchos kept lighting tering tinsel trappings of those wooden horses cirtheir fagots at the principal fire, we continued to cling unde1~ a thousand lights at one of our great
fairs. The howlings, now monotonous and cadenced,
shoot, so as to protect them.
Then the fury of the wolves seemed to be turned made us drowsy, made us dreamy.
And in a little time it seemed to us that we were
·
against our horses.
"Do as I do!" cried the vaqueano, lighting another being drawn into a great inverse movement; we felt
ourselves carried along in an infernal dance, in a
fagot.
' We all followed his example, and in a minute or devilish whirl-ourselv es, our horses, and even our
two each one of us had a gigantic torch, and we fires. The wolves no longer appeared to move; it
began to place these in a line, a little distance apart was we who were circling round and round under
from one another, in the direction of the horses. the gaze of those. thousand flaming eyes, motionless,
We went back, lit -11 ore fagots, plac~ j them a little glaring with frightened fixity. The wild beasts were
further, and so continued the line of fires until they the spectators-th ey were the orchestra-we were
formed ·a circle larg0 enough to sun ound ourselves, only the actors.
1
our horsos and a small thicket of jarillas.
"Shut your eyes, everybody!" cried Barlejo.
One thing which impressed us all a great deal,
We all started at the gaucho's voice-we obeyed
was the way that the wolves would retreat to quite
it was high time, we were on the point of fai1him;
imthe
with
approached
we
a distance whenever
ing.
the
of
provisea torches in ~ ur hands. The sight
The fascination had passed; the charm was
fire evidently terrified them much more than the
discharge or our guns. Fire was, indeed, less mur- broken.
The wolves still whirled around us-still kept
derous than our weapons-in fact it was absolutely
eyes fixed upon us! it was evidently a maneuver
their
betfar
a
harmless to .the wolves; but it constituted
us dizzy. Imitating our guide we flung some
make
~o
feel
to
began
we
Consequently
us.
for
ter safeguard
a little hope again, and to consider our situation less burning brands into the middle of the pack.
Terrified, and howling louder than before under
desperate, although it was still anything but assuring. The whole question .of life and death for us the bits of fire, the beasts of prey disbanded-th eir
could be summed up in the singe word, fire, and, howlings were no longer the same, they were cries
thanks to the plan of Barlejo, we could supply our- of fury and pain-they felt the game was lost-they
selves with fuel enough to keep our fires going until knew their prey would escape them.
Thanks to Barlejo we had triumphed over one
morning.
Then the scene l which We were performing so of the gr.eatest dangers which threaten all.travelers
bold enough to venture into the chanars of the
important a role became really fantastic.
Terrified by th.P. flames whose weird glare lent South; the :vaqueano had saved our lives:
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FA CT S WO RT H READING
RATT LESN AKE OIL $14.40 A POUN D.
The marke t value of prime rattles nake . oil is
$14.40 a pound. That price was paid to · John
Blake more Qf Colorado City, Tex., world 's rattle snake king, for eight pound s of oil. This quant ity
was ext~acted from forty- eight diamo nd backs, the
most poisonous of the species. San Angelo boasts
one d the few rattle snake oil marke ts in the world.
CLOC K TAKE S VACA TION .
Morg an Johns on, a newsp aper distrib utor of Middlepo rt, 0., bough t a clock in 1881. It ran along
very cheerf ully until about nine years ago, when it
stopp ed stock still. No amou nt of persua sion would
start it again . The other day his sister Retta was
dustin g when she happe ned to touch it, where upon
it starte d off as vigoro usly as at first, and it has been
keepi ng good time and striki ng the hours ever since.
MUST MUZZ LE GEES E.
Alder man Willia m McCa rtney of Wilke s-Barr e,
P a., has ordere d Willia m H. Bonn to muzzle a 'flock
of 200 geese in order that reside nts of the Heigh ts
portio n of this city be not annoy ed by squaw king
and cackling.
·
The decision was made after Bonn had been arrested by Osbor ne Morg an on a · charg e of maintainin g a nuisan ce. Morg an allege d that he was
kept awake nights by the noise of the geese.
Alder man McCa rtney agree d that geese have no
sense and they are just as likely to squaw k and
"murd er sleep" at night as not. He decided that
· Bonn must muzzle the geese or dispos e of them.

search one room because t wo small daugh ters of
Knox were taklng a bath.
They took up their s and outsid e of the house.
Becom ing impat ient over the mann er in which thE
small girls prolon ged their bath, one of the officen
went aroun d the side.o f the house . There he found
accord ing to his test imony , a stream of liquor issu·
ing from the room iri which the. girls were supposed to be bathin g.
They ordere d a search of the room. The officen
stated that the girls wer2 discov ered busily engage~]
in pourin g out several gallon s of whisk ey throu .;;:1 ·
cracks in the floor. A search in the attic of the
house reveal ed the hiding place of a new worm and
still.
FROZ EN ON HUNT ING 'i'RIP :
The bodies of Otto Powell and his bride have been
found in the rr.ountains after a search coveri ng several weeks. On Decem ber 17 they left on a huntin g
trip. They froze to death.
The bodies were found on the Litt le Nisquall.y
River, not far from Mona, Wash. , by W. D. Stone
of Puyal lup, and P. Parme nter, who went into the
woods in .search of the Powells.
Success in :qnding the Powells is due largel y to a
collie dog owned by Stone. The bodies were found
within a short distan ce of the place where the
search ing partie s had given up the hunt and not far
from the noond ay camp that was establ ished by the
Powells, on a high cliff at the juncti on of the Little
Nisqu ally River and Mona Creek.
They were not more than five· miles from camp
and almos t within he~ring distan ce of the loggin g
camps at Alder .
·

JITNE Y RIDE S FOR HOBO ES.
Brown sville, Tex., is proba bly the only city in LETT
ING ELEC TRIC ITY DO THE SCRU BBIN G.
the Unite d States opera ting a "hobo jitney ."
The latest recrui t to the ranks of electr ic laborTram ps and vagra nts no longe r "hit the grit" or saving
devices is a scrub bing machi ne. It weigh s
"ride the rods" when leavin g this town. Instea d \ about
100 pound s and is entire ly self-co ntaine d with
they occupy a cushio n seat in a flivver.
Ithe single
'fher.e is an orcE11anc3 again st "hopp ing trains ," any conve excep tion that it takes its curre nt froi:n
nient socket. The machi ne wets, sweeps,
but the ·City a_.t 1oritic s have observ ed that where scrubs
and dries the floor at a single opera tion. It
vags are ordere d o·.tt of town they walk only a requir
s!10rt distan ce and then come back. So to avoid the es only a single attend ant, who merel y pushe s
machi ne forwa rd and guides it. He contro ls the ·
tempt ing the tramp s to violat e the city ordina nce amou
nt of water distrib uted on the floor by means of
by catching- "rz.ttle1·s" and to make certai n they the
handle . This water is imme diatel y swept up
woul d be remo-;ed so far from the city that it would by a
cylind rical brush which is 16 inches wide and
be easier to ,-,-alk to some other joint than Brown s- has·
a
circum ferenc e of 20 inches. This brush is
ville, the "ho:..o jit:.ey " was inaug urated .
driven by a one-fo urth horse- power motor at a speed
of 600 revolu tions per minut e. The brush does the
actual scrub bing and carrie s all of the dirt and
WHISICEY FROM BATHROOM.
soiled water over an apron into a separ ate receiv ing
When FeC:ernl officer s went to search for a still pan, so
thoug ht to be operd ed by John Knox, accord ing water the scrub bing is alway s done with clean
from the upper tank. The machi ne is said
to their testim ony in the case tried recent ly at At- to have
lanta, Ga., th 8y wel·e inform ed that thev could not surfac a capac ity of nearly 7,000 squar e feet of
e per hour.

so
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
WED SEVENT Y YEARS WITHOU T STRIFE.
J. :f>. Bentley, ninety years old, and his wife, Mrs.
Susan Fristoe Bentley, eighty"-eight years of age,
were married seventy years ago and never had a
fuss. They recently celebrated their anniversa ry.
They live near Forest Green, Mo.
Mr. Bentley, who has lived all his life on his farm
and still runs the 600-acre tract himself, is rated
one of the wealthies t men in Charlton County,
GOLD IN THE STREET S.
having amassed a fortune of between $75,0QO and
.
Gold specimens worth $2 and $3 each were pickec $100,000.
Both he and his wife were born on adjoining
up on a newly macadamized street in Grass Valley,
Cal., after a heavy rain. Dozens of · miners spent farms. When they were wed they agreed that if
many hours in the search and nearly all were re- either became angry the other should take cogniwarded with finds of some value. The rock with zance of it, and preserve an unruffled demeanor.
which the streets are macadamized came from mine This, they say, is the secret of their smooth reladumps and contains gold-bear ing quartz.
tions.
Nine children, five of whom are living, were born
the union.
to
DOG SAVES A WOMAN'S LIFE.
The Bentley farm descended to its present ownAfter lying paralyzed on the floor of her home in er from his father, who obtained it from the Govthe cold for twenty-fo ur horse, Miss Marie Sher- ern:r:nent by grant in 1815.
wood, 55 years old, of Patterson , N. Y., was savea
by the continual barking of a dog from being frozen
SNUFF BAFFLE S HOUNDS.
to death: Her feet, it is feared, are both frozen.
of snuff taking undoubtedly helped
habit
The
Miss Sherwood suffered a_, stroke Friday morn- Private Peter Nelso" of Vancouve r to elude Teuton
ing shortly after getting her breakfast . She could bloodhounds, for when he skipped his camp in Gernot move or shout for help. The fire went out in many and heara the baying of the hounds he threw
the stove after several hours passed, and the woman pinches of snuff about. 1 This and the shelter of a
was slowly freezing when James Glenn, going friendly wood enabled him to cover up his traces.
through the dooryard, heard the dog, hungry ana Nelson had been sent to camp not far from Muenthirsty, barking and whining. The dog yelped so ster, where drainage operation s were the staple
Glenn looked in the windows and saw Miss Sher- work.
·
wood lying as if· dead on the floor. He summoned
to. elude the guards and got into a
managed
He
left
Dr. Burt, who fou:nd the woman paralyzed and
where he could hear the dogs barking
by
near
wood
a nurse to care for her.
and machine guns working. He threw snuff over
his footsteps and made so rapid a journey that next
morning at 6 :30 he found himself"over the frontier
LACE GROWS ON TREES.
miles. At
Lace grows on trees on the Isthmus of Panama, the distance covered being almost thirty but mansentry,
a
into
ran
almost
he
point
one
L.
Captain
and the trees grow wild in the swamps,
notice.
W. Richards of the steamship Norwalk brought a aged to avoid him without attracting undue he inHolland,
into
got
believed,
he
as
Having,
fine sample, not merely as a curiosity, but to induce
was correct.
tests as to the probable utility of the plant or tree quired of a boy and found his surmise by the fact
suggested
first
at
was
n
suppositio
That
in this section.
to work
When the bark of the limbs is stripped there tl).at two er three workmen were cycling
there
Germany
In
men.
young
were
they
that
and
are rolls of a filmy substance, of a texture very
mountTwo
uniform.
in
not
men
young
no
be
would
layers
these
much like mosquito netting. The size of
if he was an
increases with the size of the tree, the largest being ed police came along and asked Nelson
was before
he
hom:
an
within
and
about a foot in diameter. This fabric is strong and escaped prisoner,
of the
role
the
however,
time,
This
inspector.
an
can be sewn without tearing. The natives use the
man,
thei.r
jail
than
rather
liberate
to
was
police
stuff in making garments .
had
had
he
meal
best
the
Captain Ric:P.ards believes that by cultivatio n the and further, they gave him
letter
a
and
money'
with
together
year,
a
tree may become very valuable, and if the lace lay- for over
At the
ers cannot be enlarged some process may be per- to. take him to the consul at Rotterdam .
on '
satisfacti
the
had
he
ster
Westmin
at
office
pay
fabric
a
into
joined
be
can
fected by which they
inhis
of
period
entire
the
for
which will make the finest mosquito bar and may of drawing his pay
·
ternment.
even serve for summer rainment.

MONTAN A'S BOBCAT INDUSTR Y.
The killing of bobcats for their pelts is becoming
somethin g of an industr~ in the Bull Mountains,
where the cats are said to be unusually numerous
this year. The pelts are worth from $2.50 to $4
each, and shipment s are regularly made to Eastern
fur houses.
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BALANCING BIRD.
It measures mo re
than four inches from
tip to tip of wings,
and will balance perfect] y on the tip of
your finger na!l, on
the point of a lead
pencil, o r o n a n y
pointed Instrument,
only the tip of tlle blll
r esting on tb,e rl:\l!l or
pencil point, the whole
body of the bird being suspended In the
air with .nothing to rest on. It w!ll not
fall off. unless shaken off. A. great novelty.
Wonderful amusin g and instructive.
Price 10' cents, mailed postpaid.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 ,V. 23d St., N. Y.

Do You Like Real

SEHRIFF

BA.DOE.
With this badge attached to your coat or
vest you can show the
boys that you are a
sheriff., and if they
don't behaYe t be msel ves you might lock
them up . It ls a beautlfu l nickel-plated badge,
214 by 21h inches in

~~~erlffi~l t~~ a~~~.~

in nickel letters on the face of it, with a pin
on the back for attaching It to your clothing. Send for one and have some fun with
the boys.
Price 115 cents, or 3 for 40 cents; sent by
mail, postpaid.
H. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

SCIENTIFIC llfiND READING
Wonderful! Startling ! Scientitle! You band a friend
a handsome set of cards on
,\"J1icb are printed the names
Jf the 28 United States Presi11ents. A.sk him to secretly
select a n ame and bold tba
card to his forehead and
think of th e name. Like a
flash comes the answer "Lincoln Was hington " or whatever name be is thinklll;g of.
'!'be more you repeat it the more puzzhng it
becomes. 'Vith our outfit you cah do it anywhere. any time. with anybody.
Startle
your friends. Do it at the next party. or
at your club and be the lion of the cvenmg.
This was invented by a famous magacian.
Price with complete set. of cards and full
instruchons, 12 cents, mailed, postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W . 62d Str eet, N. Y.

Jl
•

STEEi, DISC GUN.
··-· ·· This gun bas a powerful
steel
sprrng,
which shoots a disc
from 150 to 200 feet
in the ai r . With each
gun \Ye send fifteen
d iscs, containing diffe rent saymgs.
a s
"Kiss me kiddo, nothing makes me sick,"
"l\fy you' look good, let's get acquain~d,"
"Pu t a damper on your jaw tackle," "'l lub
my yaller gal, but oh. you Chocolate Drops,"
"Sa y, old man, pay me them. two bits," etc.
Young folks are clelighted \nth them. Each
gun packed In a box with 15 discs .
Price complete, 12 cents; 3 for 30 cents;
l dozen, $1; sent by parcel post, pre paid.
Extra discs 4 cents per dozen.
WOLF1'' Novelty Co., 16S W. 23d St., N. Y.
DIAMOND SQUIRT RING.
· .A. handsome Gilt ring
~·#.
set with a brilliant, a
to
·
close imitation of a diamond.
Connected with
tlle ring is a small rubber ball filled w i t h
water, which is concealed in the palm of
your hand.
As yo ur
f riend is admiring the
stone in you r ring, a
gentle pressure on the
uall will throw a small
stream of water into his
face. The ball can be
instantly fi lled , by lmm·er sing it in water,
when you a re ready fo r you r next victim.
The ball is entirely bidden in the palm of
your hand, and only the ring is. seen .
Price 25 cents, by mall, postpaid . ·
C). BEHR, 150 W. 62d Street, N. Y.

fascinatina

pictures,
l> o o k s,
novelties, etc? We
have the "niftiest"
out, just the kind
you have been looking for. Send dime
.for good full-size
samples and catalogue with nearly a
hundred
illustrations of beautiful
girls in "Bewitching Poses," e t c.
You 'll want more
after seeing samples and catalogue.
WILLIAMS PUB. CO.,
4008-24 Indiana Ave.,
Chlcairo, Ill.
LOTS OF FUN FOR A OIMI"

i

CHARLIE CHAPLIN VC)ICE THROWER, fmf·

Ute• lJtrdA, Anlmata, and throwa yoor vole

F,i:~:c,~e\rtn als:if¥n/o;'f&~~~b and

zua

BOSTON li01ELTY De»t.4, 11e1roie, Ka11.

. WIZARD REPEATING LIQUID
Gq ranteeu
will stop the
most vicious dog (or
man) without permanent 'l.nJury Per
!ectly safe to · carry
without danger of
leakage. Fires and recharges by
pulling trigger.
Loads from any liquid
No cartridges required. Over six ~hots
one loading. All dealers. or by mall. We.
Pistol with rubber-covered holster. 65c.
Holster · separate, lOc.
M:oney order or
U S. stamps. No coins.
PARKER, ST.l]ARNS & CO.
273 Geora·ia Ave!lue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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TOBACCO
HABIT

. A very interesting book has been pul; lisbed on tobacco "habit- bow to conquer it
quickl;v and easily. It tells the dangers ur
excessive s.moking, chewing, s nuff. using, et.:: .•
and explarns how nervousness. irritability,
sleeplessness, weak eyes, stomach troubles
and numerous other disorders may be eliminated through stopping self-poisoning ]Jy
tobacco. The man who has written this
book wants to genuinely 4elp all who hav ~
becor:ie addicted to tobacco habit and sn)·s
theres no need to· suffer that awfu l cravi n "
or restlessness which comes when one tl'ie'ii
to quit voluntarily. This Is no mind-cure
Qr temperance se rmon tract, but plain common sense, clearly set forth. The author
will send it free, postpaid , ID plain wra pper.
Write, giving name and full address- a
postcard will do. Address Edward J. \Voods,
228 X, Station E., Ne1v York City. Keep this
advertisement, It ls likely to prove the best
news you ever r ead in this journal.

O! How

In

2 to $500 E4CH paid tor hundreds of
old Coins. Keep AJ,L money dated be·
fore 1895 and send TEN cents for New
Illustrated Coln Value Book, aize 4JC1.
It may mean you.r Fortune. CI.ABKB
COIN Co.. Box 95, Le Roy, N. Y.

$

THE MODERN DANCERS.
These dancers are set
in a g!l t frame, the size
of our engraving. By
lighting a match and
moving it in circular
form at the back they
cnn be made to dan ce
furiously, the heat from
the match w a r m i n g
them up. If you want
to see an up-to-date
tango dance send tor
this pretty charm.
Price, 15 cents, or 3
for 40 cents, sent by mall, postpaid.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
ELECTRIC CIGAR CASE.
This handsome
cigar ca s e appears to be filled
with fine cigars.
If your f r i e n d
smokes ask b i m
to have a ciga r
with you. As be
i·caches out for
one the cigars,
like a tlasb, instantly disappear
Into the case entirely o u t
ot
sight, greatly to
bis surprise and
astonishment. You
can beg bis pardon and state you
thought there were some cigars left in the
case. A. slight pressure on sides of case
causes the cigars to disappear as if by
magic. By touching a wire at bottom of
case the cigars Instantly appear again in
t heir proper position In tlle case. A.s real
tobacco is used they are sure to deceive
any one. It is one of the best practical
jokes of the season. A. novelty with wblch
you can have lots of fun.
Price 35 cents, sent by parcel post, post·
paid.
O, BEHR, 150 W. 82d Street. N. ll-

You BUY
-TRY BEFORE -No other concern will offer you such values or

such terms. Make
your choice from

44 styles

p;;i;;)o;;;;;;;;;i~.i~olthea~~,!~z~~
"Ranger" line of bicycles

freig ht prepaid to your town .

jlJia~n l'if£°E 1 tll~A8f.

From our new 1917 catalog

s~~ec~o~R'1i,~;;~l~

desire. We pay return charges if you decide not to keep it. You
get one month riding
test at our expense.

iYOU

LOW FACTORY
PRICES d irect to

you from the larges.t,
oldest and most successful bicycle concern in the country.

TIRES fi!..':.'l.:J

parts for all bicycles
at half us11al /rices.
Ask for copy rof the
Bank a~eement.

Send No Money

butwritetodayforthisnew
free catalog, also full partic-

offer. Do not buy until you~~~~~! ~wJ~ff'.NfJW

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY
Dept.H 188 Chicago

To the Wife of
One Who Drinks
I have an important confide ntial messaca
for you. It will come In a plain envelope.
How to conquer the liquor habit In 3 de.ya
and make home happy. Wonderful, safe, last ..
Ing, reliable, i n exp ensive method, guaranteed.
Write to Edw. J. Woods, 228 S, Station m,
New York. N. Y. Show tb!S to others.

FUNNY KISSING GAME.

These cards, trom No. 1 to No. 16, run
In rotntlon, but must be mixed and dealt,
n white one tor a boy and a red one for a
glrl. 'fbey are tben read alternately, and
tbe questions and answers make funny
com blnatlons. Tbe right lady is rewarded
w\tb a kiss. A very funny game. Price,
five cents a pack by mall.
H. 1'' . LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
. THE PRIZE FORD JOKE.

Looks like a
story-book, but
it contains a cap
and a trigger.
Tbe moment
y our innocent
friend opens tbe
book to read tbe
interesting story
h e expects-Pop! Bang! '.rbe
e x p I 0 s i 0 n Is
b ut
harmless,
will make him
think tbe Germans are after
blm.
Price Z5 cents
each by mall,
postpaid.

.vour Novelty Co
168 W. 23d St ••
N. Y.

IJ\IITATION BED BUGS.

This toy Is an exact imitation ot the
friendly little fellow who shares your bed,
eat~ out of your hand or leg and who accepts your humble bospltality even with·
out au invitation. Tbe fact that be also
Insists on introclucing all his friends and
family circle, sometimes makes him most
unpopular witb tbe ladies; most every
woman you know would have seven kind~
of fits if sbe saw two, or even one, of
these imitations on ber bedsprea~ Six are
contained in a transparent envelope. Price,
IOc by mail.

H. F. LANG, 1815 ' Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
SOUVENIR SHOE THERJ\IOMETER.

'.l'bls Is tm• prettiest and daiutle~t little
article that we have ever seen. lt cousis~s of a µiiuiature l!'rench sboe only l~
:nches in length, to wblcb ls attached a
perfect and tbougbly reliable thermome·
ter. '£bey are made In Paris by ~killed
workmen, and the workmanship In every
•
detail Is simply perfect.
Ladies sometimes use them to attacJ to
embroidery work, and nothing could be
more suitable to present to a !ally friend as
a momento. Besides being a prac tical thermometer It Is a perfect work of art. Price.
Re .• 4 for 25c. postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 181~ Centra St .. B'klyn, N, Y.

LITTLE RIP'S

THE C.&EEl>tNG l\IOUSE.

'.l'bls is tile latest novelty out. 'l'Ue mouse
When
Is of a very uatural a ppearance.
placed upou a m1rro-r, wuu, window or auy
otuer swoutil surtace, 11: will creep slow1y
downward without Jeuvwg tile perpendicular surrnce. lt is rnrmsued "1til an adhesive gum-roll undern eath which w11kes
it stick. very uwu>iug tu uotb young .iuu
old. t'rice, ten cents l>y wail.

Wolff .Novelty Co., 168 \V. 23d St., N. Y.
'rlUCli. CIGAUJ>:TTJ>: BOX.

'fbls oue is a coljlie1· ! Uet a uox right
away, if you want oo 11Uve a l>arrel of JOY.
tlere's the S('-:ret; J t looks like an oru1nary reu l>ox of •. rurk1sl1 cigurettes. Hut

it. t.:Outa1n:s

a

trigger,

Woill 1'o\'elty Co.,

111AOI() PENCILS.

uuuer

w.Uich

lu~

W. 23d St., N. Y.

BINGO.

i?'~c
~~E. t

BLUE: ·
17£0:
The working or this trick is very easy,
Give the
mystifying.
and
inost startling
case and three pencils to any one in your
any
place
to
Instructions
audience with
pencil \n the case point upward and to
pentwo
remaining
the
put
close case and
cils In his pocket. You aow take tbe
case with the pencil in it and can tell
what color it Is. Directions bow to work
t.be trick with each set.
Price 25 cts. each by mail, postpaid.

Wolft' Novelty Co .. 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

•

Rubber Vacuum Suckers

Dishes an~
The latest novelty out!
plates wlil stick to the table, CUP!! to tb~
saucers like glue. Put one under a glass
and then try to lift It. You can't. Lots ot
tun. Always put it on a smooth surface
and wet tbe rubber. .Many other tricks
can be accom pllshed wltb this novelty.
Price 12 cts. each by mail, postpaid.
FRANK Sl\IITH, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

you

uUer your friend a
cap
raises tue Jiu of tbe l>ox.
tile cu p, and if you are
get out of sight witll tlld
gets over tllmK1llg lle wad
·
t' r1ce .toe., postpaid.

plu.:e a puper
•llloke auu ue
'l ' uut expioues
wise you .vi!!
l>ox 1Je10re be
~mot.

RUBBER SUCKER.

TEN-PINS

Iu eacll set t.bere are ten pins ll.llU tmt
bowling IJalls, _ pact.ed in a IJeautlfully or·
unw euted I.lox. With one of LUe ~e winla
lure sets you can p lay ten· pins on your
dining-room taule Just as well as the
gawe cun I.le pluyed lu a regulur alley .
h:very game Ji.uuwn to professio nal bowlers can I.le worked with these plus. l'rlcll,
lOc. per box lly mil.ii, postpaid.
ll. 1•·. LA.NG. lM15 Centre :st., il'klyn, N. Y.

It ls a little melal l>ox. It looks very
innocent, l>ut is supplied witll an iugeui ouli
wecbauism which slJoots otI a barlllless
cap when It ls opened. :l.ou can buve wore
fuu than a circus with this new trick •
.l:'lace tbe .IHI\UO lu or under any other
article and it will go otr wben tue article
is opened Qr removed. l t can lle u sed as a
funny joke l>y ueiug placed In a purse,
cigarette l>ox, or l>etween the leaves of a
magazine; also, under any ruovul>Je article,
bucll as a L>ook, tray, disb, etc. '£be J.HNUO
cuu .also l>e used us a l>urglar· alarm, as a
tbeft prevente r l.Jy being placed lu a
drawer, money till, or uu<ler a door or
window or under any article that would
be moved or disturbed should a tbeft be
attempted. Price, 15c. each by mall, postpaid.
FRANK SMITH, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y'.

·READ THIS ONE!

"Movine Picture Sto ies''
A WEEKLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO PHOTOPLAYS AND PLAYERS

mar-

PRICE 6c PER COPY
""WJl
· PRICE 6c PER COPY
THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
ENJOY YOURSELF.!
BUY A COPY!
Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits of Prominent Performers!
OUT EVERY FRIDAY
32 PAGES OF READING
EACH NUMBER CONTAINS
New Portraits and Biographies of Actors and Actresses
Six Stories of the Best Films on the Screens
Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Plays
Interesting Articles About Pror..inent People in the Films
Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studios and while Picture-making
Lessons in Scenario Writin~, and names of Companies who buy your plays
Poems, J rkes, and every bng:'...t Feature of Interest in Making Moving Pictures
THIS LITILE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU 1110RE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN ANY OTHER SIMILAR PUBLICATION ON THE MARKET!
Its authors are the very best that money can procure; its profuse illustrations are exquisite, and its special articles are by the greatest experts in their particular line.
No amount of money is being spared to make this publication the very best of its kind in the world.
Buy a copy NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 6 cents in money or postage-stamps, anu we will mail you
,
·
any number you desire.

MOVING PICTURE STORIES, Inc., 168 West 23d Street, New York City

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

-LATEST ISSUES-

82fl The

1110 Th«tould~rty
·
All Th
Lib
Boys and the R i flemen; or. H e 1pmg
e:r

611 '.l.'he Liberty Boys at the Mlschianza: or. Good·bY to General
Howe
li12 The Libe 1 ty Bo"s and Pulaski·, or The Polish Patriot.
" 3
'
t
.,1 Tbe Lfherty Boys
at 8a11g-1n~ RocK:
or. '.1.'lle ·Carolina Game
Cock."
·
814 '.l.'he Liberty Boys on the Pedee: or.
Maneuvering with
Marlon.
i15 '.l.'be Liberty Boys at Guilford Court House; or. A Defeat that
Proved a Victory
.
8111 The Liberty Boys at Sander·~ Creek. or. The Eiror of Gen·
era! Gates.
817 The Liberty Boys on a Raid: or. Ont wi}h Colonel Brown.
818 The Liberty Boys at Gowanus Creek: or. For Liberty and
InC:ependenc e.
819 The Liberty Boys' Skirmish; or. At Green Spring Plantation.
820 The Liberty Boys and the Governor; or, Tryon's Conspiracy.
is:n 'i'l•P "1berty l'""'"' in Rbode Island; or. Doing Duty Down
East.
82!! The JAberty Boys After Tat·let.on; or . Bothering tbe"Butcher ."
823 '.l.'he Liberty Boys' Daring Dash; or, Death Before Defeat.
824 'l'he Liberty Boys and the Mntin<:ers: or. Helping "Mad Anthony."
!<25 '£Ile Liberty Boys Out West; or, The Capture of Vincennes.
. For Rale h:v all newR<!PAlt>r.. or will be sent to an:v address on receipt

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

•

-

-

•

Liberty Boys
Escape.

·

• •

at

Princeton; or, Washington' s Narro

827 The Liberty Boys Heartbroken ; or, The Desertion of Dick.
828 'l'he Liherty Hoy~ in tile Highlands: or, Working Along t1!J
l'fni!<nn.
.
·~

829 The Liberty Boys at Hacken sac){; or. Beating Back tlJ
British .
Tbe
Liberty Boys' Keg ot Gold; or, Captain Kidd's Legac~
The Liberty Boys at Bordentown ; or, Guarding the Storet
T he Liberty Bbys' Best Act·, or, Tbe Capture of Carlisle.
The Liberty Boys on the Delaware; or. Doing Daring Deed\
The Liberty Boys' Long Race; or, Beating
the Redcoats Ou
835 The Liberty Boys Deceived; or, Dick Slater's Double.
836 Tbe Liberty Boys' Boy Allies; or, Young but Dangerous.
837 The Liberty Boys' Bitter Cup; or, Beaten Back at Brandl
wine.
838 The Liberty Boys' Alliance; or, Tbe Reds Who Helped.
839 Tbe Liberty Boys on the Warpath; or, .After the Enemy.
840 The Liberty Boys After Cornwallis; or, Worrying the Ea~
841 The Liberty Boys and the Liberty Bell; or, How Tbe
Saved It.
842 The Liberty Boys and Lydia Darrah; or, A Wondertl
Woman's Warning.
·
843 Tbe Liberty Boys at Perth Amboy; or, Franklin's Tory Soi
844 The Liberty Boys and thi> "Midget"; or, Good Goods in
Small Package.
.of price. 6 cents per eopy, In money or postage stamps, by . I
830
831
832
833
834

-

•

•

•

-

168 West 23d St:, N.

l

IF YOU WANT ANY BACKr NUMBERS

of our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealer s, they_can be obtained from this office
in ·your Order and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them direct. Write out and fi
to you by return ma.J
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
FRANK TOUSEY, P ublisher,
168 West 23d St., N. 1

OUR TEN -CE NT

HAN D BOO KS

No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECNo, 60. HOW TO BECOJllE A PHOTOGNo. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS W11
TRICITY.-A description of tbe wonderful RAPHER.-C ontaining
useful information
NUMBERS. -Showing many curious tr!
uses of electricity and electro magnetism; to- regarding the Camera and
bow to work it;
with figures and the magic of numbers.
gether with full instructions for making also how to make Photographi
c llfagic LanA. Anderson. Fully 1Jlustrated.
Electric '.l;'oys, Batteries, etc. By George tern Slides and other
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTE~
Trebel, A.M., M.D. Containing over fifty il· somely illustrated. Transparenci es. · HandCORRECTL Y.-Contalnin g full instructi-Oa
lustrations.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOl\IE A WEST
for writing letters on almost any subje
No. 47. ROW TO BREAK, RiDE AND POIN'r l\IILITARY CADET,-]Jx pla.lns how
also rules for punctuation and compositl t
DRIVE A HORSE.-A complete treatise Oil to gain admittance. courKe of Study,
with specimen letters,
Examithe horse. Describing the most useful horses nations. Duties, Staff of Officers,
Post
Guard,
No. 75. HOW TO BECOME A CONJURE!
for business, the best horses for the road ; Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all
-Containing tricks with Dominoes, D~
also valuable recipes for dlseasei; peculiar to a boy should know to be
a cadet. By Lu
Cups
and Balls/ Hats, et.c.
Embraci~
tbe horse.
Senarens.
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
No.
63.
HOW
TO
N6,
BECOM:E
76.
HOW TO TELL FORTUNES
A NAVAL
CANOES.-.A liandy book for boys, contain- CADET.--Co
mplete inst.ructions of how to
THE llAND.-Con taining rules for telll
ing full directHms for constructin~ canoes gain admission
to the Annapolis Naval Aeadfortunes by the aid. of Jines of the band,
and the most popular manner or sailing emy.
Al~o tontaining the course of instructhe secret of palmistry. Also U1e s .. eret
them. Fully U!ustrated.
tion, destription of groumls and
· telling tnture events by aid of n;ioles, mar
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-G lving rules historical sketch, and everytl1ingbuildings,
scars, etc, Illustrated.
a
boy
for conducting debates, outlines for debates, slionld know to become an officer in tba
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRIC
questions for discussion, and the best United 8tates Navy. By Lu Senarens.
WlTH CARDS.-Co ntainiug deceptive Ca
sources for procuring in,formation on the
'.rricks as performed by leading conjur
No.
6t.
HOW
TO
JllAKE
ELECTRICA
L
question given.
and magicians. Arranged for home amu
MACHIXF:S. - Containing full directions for
'-No, 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND making electrical machines, induction coils,
ment. ]j'ully ll!ustrated.
ANil\IALS.- A valuable book, givlng instruc- dynamos. and many novel toys
No, 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK A
to be worked
tions ·in collecting, preparing, mounting and by electricity. By R. A. R. Bennet.
-Containing a complete description of t
Fully
preserving birds, animals and iilsects.
illustrated.
mysteries of Magic and Sleight-ot-ha na,
·
gether with many wonderful experimen
No. 51, HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH . No. 65. MULDOON'S ,JOKES.-Th e most
By A. Anderson.
CARDS.-Co ntaining explanations of the original joke book ever published, and it
Illustrated.
general principles of sleigbt-of-ba ud appli- brimful of wit and humor. It contains is
No. 79. HOW TO BECO:llE AN ACTO
cable to card tricks; of card trlckR With large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums,a
-'--Containing complete instructions how
ordinary cards, and not requil'in!;" sleigbt- etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humake up for various characters on the sta~
of-lurnd; of tricks involving slel~ht-of-band, morist, and practical joker ot tbe day.
togetber with the duties of the Stage M
or the use of specially prepared cards. Ilager, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Prope
No.
66.
now
TO
DO
PUZZLES.-C
onlustrated.
Man.
. tainlng over three hundred interesting puzNo. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK l
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS,-Givin~ zles and conundrums, with key
to same. A
Containing the latest joke'lJ anecdotes ai
tlie rules and full directions for playing complete book. Fully illustrated.
funny stories of this worla-reuow ued G
Euchre,
Cribbage,
Casino,
Forty-Five,
No. 67.
HOW TO DO ELECTRICA L
man comedian. Sixty-four pages: haudso
Rounce, Pedro Sancho. Draw Poker, Auction
colored cover, containing a balf'-tone ph
Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular TRICKS.- Containing a large collection of
instructive and highly amusing electrical
of the author.
games of cards.
tricks, together with illustrations. By A.
No. st. HO\V TO .l\IESUERIZ E,-Con
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.- A Anderson.
ing the most approved method of mesm
wonderful little book, telling you bow to
ism; animal magnetism, or, magnetic he
No. ·68.
lIOW TO DO CHE.l\UCAL
write to your sweetheart. your father, mothing. By Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.,
er, sister, brother. employer; and, in fact, TIUCKS.- Contaiuing over one hundred
thor of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
everybody and anybody you wish to write bigbly amusing and instructive tricks with
chemicals.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTR Y.-Co
By A. Anderson. Handsomely
to.
•
illustrated.
mining
the most approved methods of rea
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE
ing tbe lines on the hand, together with
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-O FPETS.--Glvi ng complete information as to
full
explanation
of their meaning. Also
the manner and method or raising, keeping, l HA.ND.-Con taining over fifty of the latest ' plaining phrenology,
and the· key of telJi
taming, breeding. and managing all kinds and \.lest tricks used l.>y · magicians. Also
characters by tbe humps on the bead.
of pets; also giving full instructions for containing the secret of second sight. Fully
Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S. }!'ully illustrate
illustrated.
making cages, etc.
Fully explained by
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.~Contat
twenty-eight mustratious.
No. 7o. HOW TO M;AKE MAGIC TOYS.I
ing valuable and instructive information
No. 55. ' HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS Containing full dlrect10ns for making Magic
gardiug the science of hypnotism. Also e
AND COINS.-Con taining valuable informa- Toys and devices of many kinds. Fully ilplaining the most approved metbods whi
tion r<'garding the collecting and arranging lustrated.
nre em ployed by the leading hypnotists
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illusNo.
71,
HOW
TO
DO
JIIECHANIC
the
world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
AL
trated.
i
TRICKS.-C ontalning complete mustrations
No. St. now TO BECO!llE AN AUTHO
No. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN EN- for performing over sixty
Mechanical
-Containing
Tricks.
information regarding cholJ
GJNEER.-C ontainlng full instructions how Fully illustrated.
of subjects, tbe use of words and the mai
t6 become a locomotive engineer; also direcNo. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
ner of preparing and submitting manl
tions for building a model locomotive; to- WITH CARDS.-Em
all of the latest
scripts. Also containing valuable Inform~
gether with a fl!ll description of' everything 'and most deceptive bracing
card tricks, with illustion as to the neatness. leirlbllity and ge~
an engineer should · know.
trations .
era! com po•ition of manuscripts,
For sale by all ni>wsdealers. <ir will be Rent to any ad<lr<•gs on receipt of price, lOc. per
copy, or 3 for '.!!ie. , In money or postage stamps, ~

I

F RANK TOFSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., N. 1

